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ABSTRACT 

Ship's, predominantly constructed from steel, but also aluminium and glass reinforced plastic 
structures, are to loading, both static and dynamic. 

In order to overcome the ardlUOlIS of identifying all applicable static and dynamic 

section thereof, then designing each and every component to wit.llstlmd 

identified, most new COlrlme:rciaJ are designed according to the rules of one of the more prominent 
thus serve as a sound and conservative basis for the design of classification societies. 

and tend to "standardize" methods Cltndteclwclues shil' co1nstlrudion, which then also aids the 
extended periods of exposure to the operational environment. 

Rules have thus been developed over time, are an amaigamaticm of manual calcu1ations, 
principles, gocd ship building techniques, and evc)lvEd to address the shortcomings have been 

identified due to observed failures. 

However, most Classification Societies are situations the structure being designElci 

is not covered by a specific set of rules, or where optimization is required for reasons of weight I cost or other 
lQ\"lVl'3. In such situations, Classification designed with the aid of analysis 

as finite element analysis or hull stress measurements. In cases the analysis mport, 
together with all relevant supporting documentation is normally submitted to the Classification 
~iety. or other controll.i:ng authority, for their With ever of PC based finite 

the capabilities to analyse more and more ship 
structures are being analysed over the traditional rule based methods. However applications where the loads can 

to analysis, whereas in ship structures the difficulty in identifying the 
to designs being a popular and and will still be the case 

fnr5lt'mult fim.:::! to (:arnle. ~)()I11e of the classification societies are now bringing out customized, rule based, analysis 
conlbirlaticm of traditional rule methods coupled to and customized 

element amllysis 

One area where are not normally applicable, and finite element analysis is often emlplO),ed, is in the 
of mining plants and the equipment and supporting structure, and the stiffening existing ship's 
structure and decks, mining or oil drill shiplS/ri~lS. 

Other areas where is utilized, is in the design of helicopter 
pedestals and cranes in general, and other such areas where the loads are to 
quantified. 

This dissertation covers the applIcation 
methods, in the current day design of, structures. 

measuring 
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INTRODUCIlON 

INTRODUCTION 

The original objective of this project was to establish a comparison and correlation between actual 

measured stresses onboard ships, with those predicted by the finite element method. Due to 

circumstances as described below, this developed into a more general topic of "Ship Strudural 

Analysis", using finite element analysis and physical stress measuring methods. 

The project evolved into a study of ship structural analysis, focussing on the use of finite element 

analysis with specific application to ship structures. In so doing certain applications were idenjfied 

where finite element analysis was better substituted by physical stress measuring/monitoring, due to 

the difficulties that come about in distinguishing between the influences of various simultaneous 

loading. 

Introductory chapters cover an overview of ship structures, with particular reference to bulkcamers, 
loads and responses, and general techniques and procedures in the analysis of ship structures. Hull 

girder and hull module analysis is covered as specific method advocated by Hughes[l], culmir:..ating 

in a case study involving detailed hull module analysis, presented in Chapter 7. 

Some background mto the development stages of this protect. 

Originally the Bulk Carrier l"FEROSA" was identified for this project due to having an onboard stress 

measuring system installed. This device had been in operation since soon after the vessel was laullched 

in 1992. This project would look at the interpretation and calibration of results obtained from this 

device. 

The proposed method of calibration is by means of comparing measurements taken from the onboard 

system, relating them to those predicted by a detailed finite element structural analysis model. 

For reasons outlined below, a diamond mining vessel was eventually used as the principle case study, 
as presented in Chapter 8. The Ferosa FE model, which had been completed by this time, was then 

rather used in discussion with reference to modelling techniques applicable to ship structures, as 
presented in the earlier chapters. A bulkcarrier "Decurion" was used as a secondary case study, 

presented in Chapter 7, which illustrates the practical application of detailed hull module anal>'sis. 

"Ferosa" is a bulk carrier belonging to Safmarine (now Mearsk), was built in 1992 and fitted with hull stress menitoring 
instrumentation soon afterwards. 

Introductior:: Pg. 1 
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INTRODUcnON 

The hull stress monitoring project of the diamond mining vessel, which is detailed in the case study, 

was a project conducted, under the supervision of the author, by 2'J'riton Naval Architects (TNA), with 

3 Labratorium vir Gevorderde Meganika (LGI) as a subcontractor. The owners of the diamond mining 

vessel gave pennission for the project to be used as a case study for academic purposes, with the 

proviso that neither the company name nor the ship name be mentioned. As one can appreciate, the 

company concerned would not specifically want to draw the attention of their competitors, to any 

shortcoming of their vessels. The mining vessel will be referred to as 4M.V. "DBG". 

The change of vessels, for the main case study, came about for a combination of reasons, briefly listed 

as follows: 

Reasons against using the M.V. Ferosa as the primary case study were; 

• In the case of the bulk carrier "Ferosa" it was found that actual hull stress data, was limited, 

and when available was not related to any loading, or environmental conditions. Thus the data 

was of very limited use, especially in a project involving the comparison and calibration of 

results. 

• It was also found during an onboard visit, which involved witnessing the loading of iron ore, 

that not only was the instrumentation's calibration out, but also the stress deviations being 

recorded during loading were not within expectations. This indicated possible malfunction or 

other problems within the system. 

Reasons for using mining vessel M.V. "DGB" as the primary case study were; 

• An actual hull stress monitoring project was being undertaken by the author's company under 

his personal supervision. Such a project would lead to quality assured relevant data. 

• Structural defonnation (damage) had been observed at certain locations on the vessel, 

indicating that the vessel was either experiencing some kind of operational or environmental 

overloading, andJor indicating shortcomings in structural strength. 

The detailed structural analysis is based on modelling of vessels using the finite element method, and 

modelling strategies for ships advocated by Hughes[l]. It will also be shown that some of the 

approaches developed from experience, differ in some aspects from those advocated by Hughes. 

2 

3 

4 

Triton Naval Archi:teds (TNA) is the company at which the author is employed as a partner. 

Labmtorium vir Gevorderde Ingenieurswese (LGI) is a commercial branch of the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering of the University of Pretoria. 

MV when used as a prefix to a ship's name, means either a Mining Vessel or Motor Vessel. Other examples would be 
M.F. V. indicating a Motor Fishing Vessel, or MODU indicating Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit, which are similar to 
Mining Vessels, but normally nOlI self propelled uessels or Rigs. 

Introduction Pg. 2 
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reduced relevance. 

1. A study into ship structural analysis by the finite element method, and monitoring 

In the case of the "Ferosa", establishing the ships weight distribution by modelling the hull, 
tanks holds on GHS™ stability' software [12], and creating conditions 

accoming to the actual distribution weight, and buoyancy. Determining the lightship weight 
distribution by derivation from the shipyard supplied bending moment and force 
dialgTalllls for loading conditions. 

3. a hull finite element model of the Ferosa primary to which 
pressure loads, selfweight and other loads (as obtained from the loading condmons) could be 
applied. 

4. Creating a hull module finite element model, defined to incorporate three holds in the midship 
region. Boundary condition as obtained from the is then applied to 
the hull module, to produce a higher level of detail regaming stress distributions. 

5. Correlating the hull module .,'lTD,""""., with onboam recorclli~!s. for the case 
Bulk "Ferosa" . 

As already mentioned, recomed data the was not sufficiently calibrated 
nor specific to conditions of operational or environmental loading, thus this step was not 
fulfilled as initially intended, the Mining Vessel was as the case study. 
finite element modelling of the is however used to illustrate modelling techniques, 
adopted in sections. 

took on the following fonn. as documented In Chapter 8: 

1. Building a detailed hull module model the midship region of the Mining Vessel, with 
the moonpool, and base supporting the drill tower. 

Applying operational environmental loads to obtain displacements and distortions 
actual I observed .. .0." ........ .., .. ,.,.., 

Introduction Pg. 3 
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Apply stress monitoring techniques to structure and affected bulkheads 
Mining Vessel, in collaboration with LGI[13]. stresses over a period of 7 to 10 

fully operational, in typical sea conditions. stress samples at specific OPE~ratioilal 
occurrences, for ego shifting the vessel on her mooring chains, drill string blow offs. 

4. The post processing of data into stress and curves would undertaken by LGI. 

5. 

Analysing the processed data, in identifying the most causes of the observed 

problems. 

Proposing colmt~!r measures, designing the aPIProvecl" struclture to be retrottted, 
which would structural shortcomings, and enhance stnlettlrai integrity for tTJture 
operation. 

6. Conducting a post retrofit stress monitoring exercise, now also including monitoring str2sses 
in the deck and new to whether the modifications were sU(~iSfuLi. 

secondmy case study, as documented in Ch<apt.~r 
mocluJe analysis, as prescribed by Hughes[l], as 

illustrates the practical application c4 
seoondlary step in ship structural ancalysils. 

In this case the initial hull girder analysis was pel10rmed, in terms simple beam theory, 

dedicated ship stability and longitudinal strength due to its ability to calculate the 
corrected weight vs buoyancy distribution of various of loading and flooding. 

Introduction 4 
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CHAPTER 1 
OVERVIEW OF SHIP STRUcnJRES 

This section will giue a ship structure, along with the (lSSIxiCJlted 
terminology, which will be indiuidfuallv accentuated by means of footnotes. 
howeuer not attempt to for example, typical frame spacing, 
thickness or section properties and are either obtained from 
lClassijication Society Rules, or as a as they are dependent on the 
application and size of the uessel. 

1.1 KEELS 

The keel is seen a primary strength member conm'buting to the overall longitudinal strengil 
of the ship. The keel of smaller is often more pronounced in comparison, as larger 
vessels normally have a heavy double bottom structure, of which the keel forms only a pa'l!t. 

Typically keels are of three principal types, narIJeJy, plate keels, bar keel, and duct keels or 
box keels. 

The plate and duct keels are found in double bottom structures, the former being a 
centreline 2girder plate, running the full height of the 3double bottom, whereas the latter is 
typically two girders separated by a distance similar to the height of the double botton, 
thus a duct or box, often used for piping and In both of these cases the 
"saantlling or thickness of the plate is similar to all other only the keel 
girclers will generally not have cutouts or 6(ightening holes, as whole girders. keel, 
wbeth~er plate or duct, will in most cases also form the port and 
starboard double bottom tanks. 

Box 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6 

are typically found on single bottom ships, 
vessels. The keel is normally 

100mm thick). 

milling boats, 
on 

are similar in application to bar keels, but are gell.eIlauy a collStruction ttmt 

Double Bottom is the!!pllCe (aod structure) between the bottom of the holds, often rekm:d to as the tank top, aod the 
bottom of the hull. This!!pllCe is nomWIy II!IIld as tanks, either fur fuel or balJast. 

Longitudin!!! Girders, normally plate girders whk:b extend between the bottom shell aod the tank top (ie. the full heigln of 
the double bottom), or in the base of single bottom ships, they are deeper beams., typically deep bulb sectioos, or T 
sectioos, spaced at large intervals, with smaller 1000gitudinal stiflimers (often angle or bulb su:tion) spaced at dose 
intervals. 

Ch.1 1 
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1. OVERVIEW OF SHlP STRUcrtJRES 

extends below the bottom the of the hull, and often filled with concrete. 

1.2 SINGLE BOTTOM STRUCTURES 

SmaUer ships generally having single bottoms throughout, or in certain areas, for exampe 
before and beyond the hold spaces. 

Single bottom structures generally comprise of a single centre line girder, with either 0112 

side girder or two side girders on either side, with fuU depth open plate 7floors at ever~ 
frame space, which are stiffened on the top edge. 

7 

o (MonIde ) C,--_) 

Figure 1.1 - Single Bottom construction (illustration by Eyres[2]) 

Floors are the somewhat confusing term given to the deep plate fi'ames located at every fi'ame space in either double 
bottom or single bottom structures. 

Ch. 1 Pg. 2 
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1.3 DOUBLE BOTTOM STRUCTURE 

A double bottom structure comprises of a tank top, or inner bottom, which is watertight 
from the bilges. Advantages of this structure are three fold; 
• Strength is considerably increased as a enclosed box structure is very strong 

relative to its weight. 
• Useful watertight space for the use of ballast tanks, or fuel tanks 
• Safeguard against damage, as rupturing of the double bottom spaces not 

necessarily mean flooding of the hold above, or in the case of a tanke:-. 
flooding of the cargo fuel holds. 

Double bottoms may be framed transversely or longitudinally. Ships of length exceeding 
120m are generally longitudinally framed, but not necessarily. Even on longitudina[y 
framed vessels, there may be areas which are transversely framed, for on a bulkcarrier 
the areas between the bottom hopper side tanks and the upper hopper side tanks are often 
transversely framed. This will be illustrated in the case the modelling of the bulk carrier 
"Ferosa". Machinery spaces are transversely framed, even on otheIWise longitudinaly 
framed vessels. 

figure 1.2 - Double bottom construction (illustration by 
Eyres[2J) 

Ch.1 3 
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1. OVERVIEW OF SHIP smuCTIJRES 

1.3.1 Transversely Framed Double Bottoms 

In the case of transversely framed double bottoms, solid plate floors with bracket 
floors located at every frame space, provide the strength. Some areas requirin3 
additional strength, for example, in way of the machinery spaces, may have solid 
floors at every frame. Under general cargo holds, or cargo oil tanks, bracket floms 
are typically located at every frame, with every fifth or sixth frame space, being :l 
solid floor, or in way of tank bulkheads. 

Depending on the beam of the vessel, either one or two 8intercostal side girder 
would be provided on either side of the centreline girder, to reduce the effectiw 
span of the transverse floors. 

1.3.2 Longitudinally Framed Double Bottoms 

8 

ALTERMAn: FRAIlIIE _ 

Figure 1.3 - Typical double bottom structure of a buJk carrier. (illustration by 
Eyres[2J. 

In the case of longitudinally framed double bottoms, solid floors are located at 
larger intervals, in the longitudinal direction, but not exceeding 3.8m, w.th 
continuous longitudinal stiffeners, spaced at closer intervals (typically in the oreer 
of O.6m in the transverse direction), intersecting the transverse floors. These 
longitudinal members would be continuously welded to both the bottom shell a:ld 
to the underside of the tank top. The transverse floors would have cutouts to allow 
the longitudinal members to be continuous. 

To reduce the span of the longitudinal stiffeners, vertical angles or channel bar 
struts may be proVided at each bracket floor. 

Intercostal meaning between fuunes. In this case the floors are continuos, and the side girders are fitted between one fillOl' 
and the next. The centreline girder is however cootinuous. 

Ch. 1 P£. 4 
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1. OVERVIEW OF SHIP SlRUcruRES 

1.4 fRAMING 

1.4.1 Transverse Framing 

9 

In general cargo ships, including bulk carriers, the hold sides are generally 
transversely framed, even if the double bottom and deck is longitudinally framed. 
This is due to the vertical span between the bottom hopper tanks and the upper 
hopper tanks being much less than the longitudinal span between bulkheads. The 
vertical transverse frames can thus by unsupported, whereas if they were running 
longitudinally, deeper transverse frames would be necessary to break their effective 
span. Such deep frames would interfere with the grabs during discharge, and would 
become damaged. Secondly any horizontal frame or section located in a hold, 
would tend to trap cargo, whereas vertical frames, or even vertical corrugated 
bulkheads do not tend to trap cargo. 

Transverse framing may be used in the case of general purpose vessels, like the 
Mining Vessel in the case study. The Mining Vessel has transverse framing 
throughout, ie bottom sides and decks. This type of design utilizes longitudinal 
bulkheads, longitudinal girders, and side stringers, to support the transverse frames, 
thus reduce their effect span. The longitudinal (deep) girders, whether on the 
bottom or deck, would normally be aligned above each other, viz bottom girder -
r t deck girder, main deck girder etc., so as to facilitate the use of pillars between 
decks. The pillars along with transverse bulkheads, would then reduce the 
unsupported span of the girders. 

Where the 9deckhead is higher than 2 to 2.5m from the deck, side stringers are 
used, which are typically up to 3 times the section depth of the intersecting 
transverse (vertical) frames. Class rules specify the scantlings (depth, section 
modulus etc) of the side stringers relative to the intersecting transverse frames. 

Deckhead refurs to the "ceiling" or "roof' of a compartment, which is effi::ctively the next deck up. 

Ch. 1 Pg.5 
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1. OVERVIEW OF SHIPSTRUCTURES 

1.4.2 longitudinal Framing 

LongitudiMi framing was eKplained under the previous section covering 
Iongitlldinal frllming of the bottom strucrure. 

In CAse$ .... 'ae longitudinal framing Is employed for the skle framing. the longitudinal 
members. often bulb sections or IlIrge anllie sections are dosely spaced in the 
vertical direction. just as the bottom and deck stiffeners are closely harned in the 
transverse direction (typically 550 to 75Ornm). Large. transverse frames Of girders 
spaced at wider intervals. then support these bottom skle and deck stiffeners. A 
rypical spacing of transverse frames on a longitudinally framed ship would be 2 to 
3m. 

Ch. 1 Pg. 6 
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• OVERVlEW OF SHIP STRUCTURF.5 

, , 
"'""i'--' 

•• • 

. . .,,'~ .... ~ -.- - ... 

• ,. 
, , 

• 

FI.u,. 1.5 - Typical midship sedion of" bul< cani .... iIusmoIing 1!>r.1o:Jr9tudi ...... bo41 ..... 
...... d«k fTlImlng. including 1M b.wr and I.IJ'PI!T t.owe< IMks. logetheo" ",ilh ,,-~ 
lido! morning The deep bonom IIocn (double banom) and rho! <k<:p ~ Irnme lu~ 
Iqlper 'IO'd do!ck) ..... shown, whi<:h In ,hoi ~ of "'" fO'fD5a. are $p1ICf'd ,,' 3m "'P""
(ilusnallon by IJoyds (6) 

Ch. I Pg. 7 
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CHAPTER! 
SHIP STRUcnJRAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter deals broadly with inception 
the previous chapter. 

of analysing typical ship stn,ctu'res as describedn 

structural response of most ship types, but bulkcarriers particular, would be addressed; 
.. firstly on a globalleve~ where the primary structure, with the relevant primmy loads 

are considered to give a overall global response, and 
.. secondly on a modular or module level, where secondary structure, which is typically a 

division of uniform structure, is loaded aa::ording to the response of primary structum, 
coupled to any secondary loading not already considered. 

2.1 HULL GIRDER ANALYSIS (Primary Structure) 

The overall structure of a ship is generally considered to be essentially a beam 
is internally stiffened and subdivided. 

An overall response analysis considers the of the environmental loads on the overall 
structure in terms of bending moment, deflection and bending stress and shear stress. 
outcome of the overall response analysis constitutes the loads and the boundary conditio:ls 

substructure level. 

Hull girder analysis deals only longitudinally integrated forces and moments as dealt 
with in simple theory. Of shear forces, longitudinal bending moment in vertical aad 
horizontal planes, and longitudinal twisting moments, the most important significant 
is vertical bending moment. The load being principally up of the difference in 
longitudinal load distribution the longitudinal hydrostatic pressure distribution 
accentuated by waves. 

VeJrtie<ai bending occurs along the length of the shiP. being zero in magnitude at en:Is 
and a maximum in vicinity of midships. The maximum value of the vertical bending 
moment being considered as the most important effect in the design of ships. 

Horizontal bending (typically 20% or less than that of vertical bending loads, but u.p 
to in certain large tankers) out of the ship being at an inclined due 10 
rolling in quartering seas where a of a wave on the one of the is in phase 
with a trough on the other side, a horizontal pressure difference. 

In ... "' .. IM "'.1111",""" beam +h",nn r (Bernoulli-Euler) the following assum,ptic)ns are assl1mE!d to ':Je 

implied: 

i. Plane cross section remain 
ii. The beam is essentially (no openings or discontinuities) 
iii. Other modes of ego transverse deflection and distortion, caused 

and torsion do not effect the hull girder bending and can be trealted separately 
iv. The material is homogeneous and elastic. 

Ch.2 1 
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The hull stress ax is given by: 
ax = M 'y/l = Mil it xx 
where ~ = the longitudinal 

y = the distance from to 
of the 

Ixx the second area the 
vertical. direction case 

Z the section modulus = 

In the cal.culation of the hull girder stress is greatest Y is thus at the upper 
and lower edges of the section. Since the neutral not usually through the 
geometric centre of the beam (hull), there are two Y, YD for the deck and YK for 
the keel. There are thus two values of section ZD = IIYD and ZK = IIYK' Due :0 

the bottom structure typically being more sturdy than the deck, YD is usually larger than !JK 

resulting in larger stresses in the deck than the bottom. 

Simple beam theory the stress is constant across horizontal decks and varies 
sides. Se'ifeI1al taictOrs cause actual stress patterns to differ from this idealized 

is longitudinal distortion of the cross section known 
sectiorlS do not necessary remain plane. 

ii. prb;mcltic and hClS large openings, discontinuities, a.d 

iii 

For ships where no major changes in cross section occur, other than 
longitudinal stress due to hull girder bending corresponds well to 
by idealized beam theory, excluding local. 
openings. For these cases the effects of 
cal.culated separately. 

For ships with significant changes in cross section, the 
hull module level. The boundary conditions for the moclule 
prismatic hull girder analysis using methods such ClS 

opElnilrlgs can 

aSS4BSSE!d at 
a nan-

Shear forces can be quite significant in certain vesselsi SU(::h as bulk carriers where alternatiile 
holds are loaded, and in vessels with large numerous deck openings resulting in low 
torsional rigidity, such ClS container ships, 

Hughes clearly states that the ideal is to model a structure ClS a single unit. He would go on 
to say that "present computational means are not yet adequate for the complete 
procedure to be to a ClS large and as complex ClS a ship." This WClS stafled 
in 1983, and ClS study continues, it will apparent that the finding were 
fairly ideal a complete model is, and that by the year 2oo)IS 

argliled that they are adequate, although still very large. 

coflsulmirlg eJ(erc::ise is the human input into modelling. It could be alQ1l.11ed 

Ch. 2 p~ 2 
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2.2 

that the same, or possibly more time is required to model a hull girder (crude model) plus 
a detailed hull module, than to one detailed model. This comparison would be very 
much dependant on the hull ie. how much the hull is paraUe~ and thus 
generally of unifonn which can be when modelling. 

The advantages of one model will ''''Y'V'', but briefly entails the 
transfer of loads from a global detailed miod'~l. The disadvantage of one 
complete model, other than exllausti\,e run times, is the checking time, ie. every time 
a correction or change is made to be re-run. 

HULL MODULE ANALYSIS (t)ec:on<1ary Structure) 

In order to account for all of a interactions, the structure should be designed and 
analysed as a whole. however involves extremely complex computational modules, 
thus it necessary to subdivide the overall structure into fairly unifonn 

at this level, not all the interactions between sub-substructures can be 
thus these will be analysed individually as local structures. 

nmiD,!" i'n prevent inaccuracies regarding interactions between sut>Structure~s: 
optimality, the divisions must be made in 

intE!ractiOilS are most accurately portrayed. ie. 

The substructures must be sufficiently small, cohesive, 
rationally-based design both feasible and practical. 

ii be sufficiently large and suffiCiently autOD()mcJUS 

iii 

its effect on the overall structure, such that no sigIliticant chalracteristic 
OVE!ra.ll structure is lost, and such that all sigrliticant intE!rac:tiollS 
be fully accounted for. 

By locating the hun module boulndalries traI1SvE~rse buUmei:lds, the Stru.ctulal 
interaction hun modulces rIlinimi2:ed. HllrrhDllI. emlphalSisE!d that 
hull module boundary C()nditiol!1S can 
be established for it 

It will be shown in this ''''VV'''' palticlllarly from the Ferosa Study, just how important 
it is to be able to boundary directly related to the geometry of the hull 
girder module, which without it in detail this stage, can mean that the mesh 
geometry and density of hull module has to be the same as the mesh 
geometry and density hull girder, causing the girder to have a much finer 
mesh than otherwise further supporting the argument for one model of the entire 
structure. 

2 3 
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3. 

CHAPTERS 
LOADS &: RESPONSES 

LOADS & RESPONSES 

In order to run an analysis on ship structure, whether it be for the purpose of determining the 
strength of existing structure, or for the purpose of designing new structure, the applicable loads 
have to be identified and quantified. In referring back to the previous chapter, with reference to hull 
girders and hull modules, loads also have to categorized, as being global or local. 

The principal loads on ships can be classified as follows: 

i. Static Loads 
ii. Slowly Varying Loads 
iii. Rapidly Varying Loads 

3.1 STATIC LOADS 

3.1.1 The buoyancy or hydrostatic loads, are a function of the displaced shape of the 
partially submerged hull, at a specific draft, trim and heel, are equivalent in 
magnitude to the combination of the self weight of the structure, and the static 
cargo loads. By integrating the lweight distribution against the ~uoyancy 
distribution, the shear forces along the length of the vessel are obtained, when 
integrated, result in a shear forces distribution, and integrated again, result in a 
bending moment distribution. 

The calculation of weight distributions, buoyancy distributions, leading to shear 
force and bending moments calculations, are generally termed by Naval 
Architectural publications and computer programs, as "a static longitudinal strength 
calculation", and will be often be referred to as such in this text. 

3.1.2 Dry docking loads play less of a role in the design phase, as vessels are normally 
docked with minimum cargo, and are supported throughout their length. Thus a 
design that can withstand operational load requirements, should be able to 
withstand normal dry docking loads. However care must be taken when docking 
vessels to minimize trim so as to reduce the bearing pressure on the section of the 
keel which first comes into contact with the docking blocks. 

2 

In certain rare occasions large cargo ships have to be docked whilst heavily loaded. 
In such case specific docking calculations are undertaken to ascertain that the 
bearing pressure from anyone docking block does not exceed what the local 
structure in way of that block can withstand. Note, every block takes a different 
load, depending on the weight distribution, and the deflection of the hull bottom. 

The weight distribution, 1!lS 11 weight unit function of length (eg. tonne/rn), is the sum of the self weight of the 
structure per unit length, combined with the sum of all other static loads, ego cargo, fuel, water, ballast etc, tallied 
1!lS 11 function of length. The distribution of the latter being calculated from the shape of the spaces in which they 
are contained, or the distance over which they are spread, in the case of cargo. 

The buoyancy distribution, 1!lS a weight unit function of length (eg. tonne/m) is calculated from the changing 
displaced shape of the hull, over 1enQ1h. Most methods consider the ship divided into nwnber of finite sections, 
each of which have 11 submerged area. By summing the areas over length, the buoyancy distribution is obtained. 

Ch. 3 Pg. 1 
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A case study of such an analysis, on a damaged grain cargo bulk carrier, is 
presented chapter 

3.1.3 Thennalloads are not considered in most ship structural analyses. 

3.2. SLOWLY VARYING LOADS (PSEUDO STATIC) 

3.2.1 Pseudo static loads are primarily due to wave Induced dynamic pressure, the 
effect being a wave induced hull girder bending moment, meaning the difference 
between the still-water pressure distribution and that of the wave-induced pressure 
distribution. The total load on hull girder being the sum of the two. 

Typically the wave-induced pressure distribution is calculated from the ship motion 
analysis, but methods exist whereby the value of the extreme wave-induced 
(vertical) bending moment can be calculated by approximate, yet reasonably 
accurate expressions. 

Such methods normally consider a longitudinal strength calculation, as already 
described a still-water buoyancy distribution, but now considering the vessel 
afloat in 3equilibrium, on a static wave of trochoidal, or sinusoidal shape, of 
speclfied wave height, specified wave length, specified position (or phase) of the 
crest relative to the vessel, and specified angle of encounter. 

In hull module analysis 
with the still-water hull 
module. 

wave-induced hull girder stresses, combined 
strE~es, constitute the loads at the ends of the 

3.2.2 Sloshing of liquid cargoes, shipping of green Has, wave slap on sides. 
inertia loads are all calculated by ship motion magnitude and 
duration of these are that are not usually included in the but 
may, on occasion, as of a damage "' ... ...,,, ..... 

Methods exist for the calculation 
Ice-breaking loads, but these are also 
analysis. 

laURching, bathing and 
their use in structural 

3.3. RAPIDLY VARYING LOADS 

3.3.1 Slamming 

3 

Bottom slamming OCCUIS when the ship'S bottom emerges from the water and 
subsequently undergoes severe hydrodynamic impact on re-entry, due to the 
pitching motion combined with a wave trough. The impact is often of sufficient 
intensity and short duration to cause a high intensity pressure pulse, felt as a 
whipping on bottom plating, by a loud slamming 

Afloat in equilibrium - means the method of calculation or computer program, balances the 
the vessel against either a sIiII water, or static wave, distribution, in order to determine depth (draft) 
and attitude (trim and heel) of submersion. One can appreciate wrying the phase (or position of a:aI:) of the 
wave, would inIluence the trim of the vessel, for iii wave encountered on the bow or stern. 

Ch.3 2 
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to the geometry of the flare and is less intense 
slamming sound is heard, although fairly severe 

imJl0.rtEKi to Jl0.ft of the ship. They are independect 
can occur one without the other. 

Slamming has im~K)rtant em~as at two levels of the structure. 

a. Hull 
Slamming causes sudden vertical acceleration and deflection of the boVl', 
resulting in of hull girder, principally in the two-node mode, 
but also at higher modes. The hull girder flexural vibration is known as 
whipping. 

The case study involving monitoring onboard a mining vesse~ as 
included in this report, recordings measured whilst the ve5S21 
was underway, clearly illustrating the effects of whipping, seen as higher 
frequency, small amplitude stress fluctuations. 

b. Principal Member Level 

The principal member level plating and its related 
stiffeners, frames and webs etc, of are subjected to high impcct 
pressures. These impact pressures cause deflection of the principal members 
setting up vibration, particularly in calculation of slammbg 
response requires detail information on pressure distribution in terms of 
time and space, and are related to the bottom forward speed of 
the vessel. 

I"nlfelll!!d Vibration 

rnrr~11 vibration comes about as a result of engine, shaft and vibration, 
although not severe loads, need careful consideration in desiigning 

to and to reduce fatigue. 

Springing 

case of flexible ships, like the Great Lakes Bulk Carriers, the period of 
node can be sufficiently long that it can be excited by the shorter period 
components of encountered waves. This form of vibration is termed "springir:gR

• 

Nonnally the of waves encountered are longer than the longest IIC1.U~U:U 
period of the hull When springing occurs it generally does not last for 
more than a few as it is dependant on so many coincident It is 
characterized by of hull girder and contributes to 
hull girder fatigue, that lead to failure of hull 

3.4. LOADS APPLIED TO THE nUJI..L. GIRDER MODEL 

For the purpose of this study with relation to static finite 
element methods, only static and pseudo are apl~icabl,e. dynamic effects 
correspond to variations of stresses recorded, which are magnitude and duraton, 

Ch. 3 P:J. 3 
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which would appear as ......... l"' ... " on gra)hs, and are not considered in detail. 

If an analysis specifically the callculiatioln of dynamic responses, which would 
include the effects of resonance to includes dynamic 
(time based) considerations, then a non should Non linear 
analysis of large models are normally an eotJivcalellt 
static analysis, with significantly longer run 

LOADS APPLICABLE TO RECORDED SnflE!1.SES 

For the purpose of results obtained from the hull stress monitc)ring, 
reference to the Mining Vessel Case Study of chapter 8, 

particular 
de:.cril>ed in the 

previous section are applicable, but not necessarily disloonlable one anc'thE~r. 
being due to the data being recorded whilst the was being subjected to 
factors influenCing the vessels response at the time. 

Certainly the static "still water" contnbution towards the is calculable, 
based on the known condition of loading of the vessel, offset against the known depth 
attitude of submersion, of a known hull shape. The pseudo static effects are clearly seen as 
cyclic due to the wave I swell action. 

3 4 
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i. Loads 

i. External and internal loads resulting from buoyancy (Still-water 
loads) 

ii. Dry-docking loads 
iii. 

i. 

it 

iv. 
v. 
vi. 
vii. 

wave induced dynamic pressure distribution on 
cornbiJnatJion of wave encounter and the resulting ship res]porlSe. 

plaIting and foredeck. 

the 

prilmarily on tall structures, but also on decks and trarlnes. 
berthirlg loads. 

Rapidly Varying Loads 

i. 
ii. 
iii. 

Slamming 
Forced vibration; pressure pulses 
Springing. 

propeHer. 
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4. PRAcnCAL FE MODEUJNG OF SHIP STRUCTURES 

CHAPTER 4 
PRACTICAL FE MODElliNG OF SHIP STRUcnJRES 

This chapter deals with practical aspects 
to: 

modelling of ships structures, generally pertaining 

the selection of mesh densities, 
element selection, 
modelling of local structures for local loads. An example underdeck structure to 
support specific deck loads, which includes the modelling of unCllerd!eck beams and girders, 
pillars, bulkheads etc. 
detailed plate analysis, for example helicopter deck analysis for landing 

4.1 FRAMING VS MESH DENSITY 

With properly designed ship structures being framed according to a rational and uniform 
system, the follOWing considerations were established from with l'esJ>ect 

.. It is important to always design the fmite element mesh in with 
the structure concenled. 

When modelling a hull where the emphasis may only be on the plate 
would be a tendency to create a which 

not location of the framing, but may also be coarser than 
geometry of 

.. are normally due to limitations of the program with regard to the 
size of terms of number of elements and number of nodes. 

.. A major short mismatching the FE mesh to the actual framing of the 
structure stage when it is too late to change the mesh design. 
Typically applied bear down on frames, girders, bulkheads or 
longitudinal stiffeners, thus nodes will already be in position, and local elements 
will not have to be split in to nodes in the correct positions. 

.. Should the hull girder model not be able to support itself, rather than fictitiously 
increase the plate thickness or the stiffness of the material, it is more 
efficient and far more accurate to include actual stiffeners at those points of 
concern. 

.. In cases where the hull model cannot support itself, (gravitational loads) or 
cannot support the static loads due to insufficient stiffening, or no stiffening 
being included at the early the of unsupported plates are 
often so exaggerated that it clouds displacement, ie. 
Ihogging or sagging, to the extent it renidell'S 
When trying to use the outcome of one a smaller more 
detailed model, mismatch of node to the detailed 
model can lead to excessive cornpl,exi1ies. 
It is often more effective and efficient to required, 
in the coarse model, so that loads are to the 
detailed region automatically, and more acc:unlteflj. 
With the more recent developments in hardware tec:hn~olC)gy, 
with ever increasing capacities of memory storage, coupled in qua:mtwn 

nr !'.:.nnI.V'I Mfers to the overall deflection of the hull girder. Sagging being the convex longitudinal 
deflection and hogging being the concave longitudinal of the ship's botIDm. 

eh. 4 1 
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4. 

• 

PRACTICAL FE MODEUJNG OF Sl-IIP STRUCruRES 

tl)rms of prc:!«!ssor pi.'rfOl1TllmCI!, PC based FE programs have largely done away 
with impli<;it limilatioJlS ()f'I the problem sr.e. It is left at the discretion of the llser as 
to how much run time he can afford _ Some JlToolems tend to be one off runs. in 
which case longer run times are affordable. wherellS proje<:ts that reqube many 
iterative steps of analysis for oplimization, generally fa'X)u, fast"," running mod<!ls. 
to reduce waiting time. 

4.2 COURSE MESH MODELLING OF STIFFENED PLATES 

The following figures lIIustrale a fin~e elem"n! mesh whicll is based entirely on the actual 
frame spacing of the stroClllre. By modeHlng th" deck plalo.! (blue) ~rding to the frame 
spacing of the structure, Ill", gin:lers and S(>(:(lndary stiffeners automaticaUy lie in with the 
deck nodes. NOle the webs of thl! gln:lers are modelled using 3D plate elements. of II certain 
p1l1te thickness. while Ihe flanges are modelled uo;ing plate elements of a differl!ol plate 
thickness. 5hown in a different colour. In the model below. the 561condary (smaller) 
longitudinal deck stiffeners. l 5Ox9Ox1O ~Ang\e (L) lire modeUed using offset beam 
elements. so as 10 reduce the mesh comple)llty al intersection points between the 
longitud inal stiffeners and the lransverse girdelS. 

, 
Tho..,.nbol L ndIcotoo "" Iv90 ~ ...... 1'-..1;;1 _ . " -'" T --..old __ • T_ t...n. ..... 
PfC • ....- twvo chomoioedlon. 
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4 PRACTICAL FE MOOEWNG OF SHIP STRUCTURES 

4.3 COLUMNS 

The columns are either modelled using 3D Beam elements. or by 3D Plate elements as 
shown above. In the .. bove figure. a 12 sid~d colwnn was modeUed using plale elements. 
as th~ enable better pre$€ntation of stresses. although the same results should be achieved. 

The intersection of the columns ilnd the beams th~ sUpPOrt. require additional 
consideration. When using 3D B<?am elements attached 10 a plate element underdeck 
girder. artificially high we$/; con(entratio~ are often displayed at the intersection node. 
This is due 10 the load being applied 10 an jnfinitely small are .. of the plate. Using brick 
elemenl$ as a Jdoubler. is often a good method to distribute the load into the ildjoining 
plate. ho ..... ever. brick elements do not have rotational degrees of freedom. thus the (beam 
element) column will be considered pinned al the intersection. A method to ovro;:omo:o this 
shortcoming is to add one or two spokes of! Ihe intersection point. to another node on the 
brick element. thereby ensu~ effkient transferral of rotalions. 

A1thQlIgh the columns depicted in Figure 4.1 above. were modelled using plate elements. 
the brkk element doubler technique ..... a5 still employed. as can be seen by the yellow 
elements al Ihe head 01 e..rn pillar/column. A close up of the brick element double. is 
illustrated below in Figure 4.2 

, 

Figure 4 .2 . A pm... doublo. mo.de upol"6 brickn. .......... .....;'" the lop or butomol". 6 
. ;dod piatQ elo""",' pll/>r (pillar no! "'""",1. in cro.... to holler di$trbJt<! the k>n:", into the
adjoining 0IN<tU"'. 

"doubWo-. a piOo<e <i ...... (~""' ... """ 1110 """"'" pkIo) ..- "'*' tho ......... ;Wo. 10 __ 
_ I00<00,,..., tho primOry """""'" ond lOadd oc.a ._ ...... ThIo _<I be .. tho _ <i ....... ... . 
_ 00 .... dock. '" It cw<l bo ......... "'" '-" <i . ~ . ... . _"ndoo tho IImt>Qo <i """ __ 
-.. ..... hI<iI!bo pm.... • bonst"""'i>od 

Ch.4 Pg. 3 
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4 PRIIcnCAL FE MODEl.lJNG OF SHIP S1RUC1URf.s 

4.4 ILLUSTRATION OF MODELLING METHODS FOR UNDERDECK SllFFENING 

Further IOOImpies 01 typical meshing methods whIcl1 OOrTe$pOoo 10 the framing system of the 
~ 5!ni(tUle wil be illustrated in chaPle1"5 5 & 6, on Hun Glrde, ",00 Hun ModulI! Ani'llysis. 

Ch. 4 P!I. 4 
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4 PHfICJ1CAL FE MODf1lJNG OF SHIP 5TRUCJURES 

4.5 HIGHER MESH DENSITIES FOR DETAILED PlAn ANALYSIS OR SPECIFIC 
CONCENTRATED LOADING. 

Woore detailed stress and displillCement results are requ ired for a specific region. ola larger 
model, ordue 10 specific loading in one region, too mesh density would be iJ>Creased ..... ell 
beyond the hame $p<ldng. but would still tie in ..... ith the global framing. An ex<ompie of $uch 
a detailed analysis. is illustrated in the foUowing f-.gut" ...... hich ..... as extracted from a 
he!icopler de.:;k analysis. recently under1aken by the author ...... here crashing landing on one 
wheel had to be investigated in terms of plate failure. 

- .-
Figure 4.5 - Top """'" of th ...... boys 0/ the 
~k. NOIe tho BppI"...d p ...... ~ (011)''9< 
!lJTOw.I) over M 6' .... orq~lvlllenll<> """ looI»rint 0( ..... 

Figure 4 .6 - Bonom """'" 0( tho -"" lh''''' 
boys 0/ the hol;dock. /Il0l_ difhmmt !hie"""," pIm .. 
B'" domoIod by diI .... rn ccIoo.n. 

V_ 01 , ... 

Figure 4.7 • ~ In the dKk p&.ru.. """,od from _ SIr ....... , ......... I<> 
bt? ~1 y\<!Id Iilre55I<:.- 300WA .,~. 

Ch. 4 ?g. 5 
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4 PRAcnCAL FE MODalJNG OF SHIP 5TRUCTURES 

T" ... , I ..... ... ,. ,_.-

, 

.. 
Figure 4.8 -Dis!>k>«<I barno, in<Iao~hi!t> _III ",idopdo, .. 
apoctod. boJ1 ....., III tho 1nI....-...ebOn "'llh Ih~ grders 

Due 10 the above analysis involving stresses and displacement bordering on the e\aSIo
plastic limits 01 the malerial. ALGORll<:s Non Unear (Ml!Chanical Event Simulation) 
module. using non linear materials ,",,'as Wled_ 

Other than $Il1t'Cling non·~near plastic model, the load could also be subjected over hml!, 

and reduced Ollfl time In this manner, any displacement showing up, once the load had 
been removed. WOIJid be permanent set, as 11 mull of the pWtic yieldlng_ 

The dassificallon 5Ociety. Uoyds Rtg;$\I:'I' of Shipping. allows pIasU.: ckformalion oIlne 
detk plate, in rile caw of cf'1Ish landing. liS long lIS loral destruction 01 the l>eIideck does nol 
takeplaoe. In o'ooworos the beams should be-able to withstand the load. thereby keep1ng 
the helicopter from falling Ihrooghfotf the decl<- In the ...... "nl of cl'Mh laodlng, lhe aff<.'ded 
pIll!e would be re~ . 

..... .-.-

A l u,,, 4 .9 - DIs!*o<_ PloU .. c.lIIIng. dtIocDon 0I32mm. ",'f,ellI,\/ 
, ......... 10 Iho ~ _ ~ be "" !he pojnl 01 t>l1MI"'fIg pert1'IIWIent -
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1. OVEIMt.VJ OF SHIP STRUCTlJRES 

1.4.2 Longitudinal Framing 

Longitudinal framing was explained under rhe previous section COVi!ring 
Iongitudinallraming 01 the bottom structure 

In (:(I5;lS IWrlllongitudinai framing is employed for rhe side naming. the longitudinal 
members. ohen bulb sections or large angle sectiol15 Me closely spaced In the 
vertical direction. jU5\ as the bortom and deck stiffeners ate closely framed In ihe 
transverse direction (typically 550 to 750mmL Larger tr&l15Vi!rsol frames or girders 
spacoo at wider inleNais. then support thest! bollom side and dedi stfffeners. A 
typical spa.c;ing 01 transverse frames on a Iongiludlnillly framed ship would be 2 to 
3m. 

A8ur~ 1.4 _ 
01 d-", bulk carrier 1',-"",-,. The 
upper hopper 
[yellow) . Tho yellow I on I 
~~"""-. 

rho CUlOU! of rho deep rr~ 1m .... 
r ..... pooirion 0I11le ""xl """'" 

en. 1 Pg. 6 
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OVERVIEW OF SlUP STRUCruRES 

LongitudlMl framing WiU uplair.ed under the previous section cOVC!ring 
Iongltudlnill framing of the bortom structure. 

In CMft IWA! longitudinal framing is emplQy<!d lor the side fTaming, the longitudinal 
members. ofren bulb sections or large angle sections are dosely spliced in the 
vertical direction, just iI5 the bottom and duk stiffeners are closely Irllltled In the 
IrarlSVelH direction (lypiea.lly 550 10 750mm). larger IrlInsverse frames or girders 
spaced (II wider intervals. then support These bortom skle Clod deck sliffenel"5. A 
typicllI ~clng 01 tmnsverw fmmes on (liongitudin.ally framo!d ship woukl be 2 to 
3m 

Ch. I Pg.6 
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I . OVERVII:."W Of SHIP STRUClURfS 

1.4.2 Longitudinal Framing 

Longiludinill framing W1l.S explained under the previous section oovering 
longitudinal framing of the bottom structure. 

In cases were longitudinal framing is employed for the side framing. the longitudinal 
members . often bulb sedions or large angle sections are dosely spaced in tne 
vertiCilI diredlclII. just as the bottom and deck stiffeners aTe dosely framed in the 
trnnsvcrse direction (typically 550 \0 75Ornm). larger transverse frames or girders 
spacro at wid<!T intervals, then support these bottom side and deck sliffen..rs. A 
typical spacing of transverse frames on a IongltudinaUy framed ship would be 2 to 
3m. 

Rgu ... 1.4 _ T~ 9d~ fr...,.,..,. (.....::I) d<>arIy indi::M«Iln rhls F1nttQ a.."",nt plot , 
of tI>e bulk C>\ITi<!1" hfl)Sll . Th .. Longitudinal sid .. frwn<!S or 'I1iff"""", (lighr IIk'''1 of rl><> 
uppeI' hopp..r rank ...... visible though rl><> cu10Ur of 11><> deEp tmnsverse frame 
(y .. Uow). Th .. ydow ~"" on rn" d..ck indicar«l the poo:ilion of th .. next deep 
II""""""" fram .... 
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5 FE MODEillNG OF I-RJlL GIRDERS 

CHAPTER 5 
FE MODELLING OF HUll GIRDERS 

Where the prellious mOpier deoh wilh general o.spectS of finite elemen! (lI1oly5i$ on general ship 
structures, this d'IOprer 011(/ the next will look in rroore demll or rhe Hull Girder f Hull Module method 
of analysis. SITOng/y n.:ilocored by /'Iughes' {I} While it con be applied to any shrp type. it is 
partkuMrly well Juited 10 bulk carriers and oil ranb, were a siS,)ljiconJ plll1iDr! of the midship region 
oj the ship is paroll~ (Illd uniform 

51 HUll G IRDER MODELLING 

The folowmg fl!lures inusHllte II huU glrdl/' modelli!d according to Ilug~rll proposOO 
methods 101 hull gmicl'S. The rnf!$h deruily ",'as restricted by the lolal number of nodes. 10 
be II.iihin lhe ~mlts of the software. whilst ignonng or largely disregaldlng I he actual { ... me 
$p<ldng. boIh longitudinal "nd trllMV<l1'$<.' This was in accordance wilh Hughes's [I] 
proposed me1hods fo.Il'lOdo!Uing huH gi<&15 

Figure 5 .1 • EIor-.Il'IoIlhoddonJ.Io" .. '''''..............J' <>Ilhe 
........ ""'''' Hu'("~ Mod.1 

Figure 5.2 - Ilo~t I'Io! 01 .... "","pieM model ""lh IN! doock and hotel .......... "'" 
re".."..,.d Th<>"..""""" bulld..1Ido C811t" ,hown 

Ch 5Pg 
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5 FE MODflJJNG OF HUILGlIIDERS 

If one lakes a closer look at a 5e<;tion of the double bot1om structure of the FE model 
depicted in Figures 5.! (lnd 52. ~ IS dear that the mesh is not matched to the 'raming of 
the structure. but ""d$ 5elected in orde r to form a realistic representatlOl'l of the skape 01 the 
stru<;tu .. ", whtle limiting the 'aSJle(:l ratio of Ihe elements 10 reolSOn<lbie level!;, a lbeill1lghdy 
greater ttllln de5lu,d. In some cases a limited number of high aspect rat io elelfU!nl5 lire 
IneVItable, which is acceptable <15 long as lMy <Ire nol ln Ihe region 01 concern , and /1,1" not 
considered to be in 1he IoI>d p<llh, but merely to complete It..;,9''Ometry 

- :t >;/ I "'~ • '!< k 
\: 

~ 1 x .t:c >:. 

" ~ 
~ ~ x '" ~ t * )-: " 

~ 

'" ~ ". x t f/ I . '" '" ~ 

I ,~ ~ "'", /' r ~ "J 

Figure S .3 . Imblt IlonomSlruclurco/ II>e I .... Gordon n.. s"" .. oIdbuompoocd_",. 
tIoIAllod dooblr boIIom 0In>CNre 0/ 11>1 ~ .. model ",tum ~ In tho ... ~ c"'"'*" 

In ASlire 5.3, bbow. the double bollOm structure is modelled IWng 3D plale elements. The 
mesh w,u selec1ed 50 as 10 creale II mestwd geomelTY 01 the complete bottom plale, the 
tank lOp plale, rhe Iongir\KIinal lllne. rank bulkheads (0' ROOTS). lhe ceT1 l.ehne glTder, and 
the 510pmg hopper tank lOp These plate tegIOn5 wele made up of single IaTge elemenl$. 
which eXlend fTOm Ihe bollom sheU 10 rhe tank lOp. and from one bulkhead 10 the nexr 
This merhod should be campilled wirh FJgun! 's 6 3 & 6.4 of rhe foIlowmg c~p'e. in which 
rhe meshing density of rhe module. 10. lhe same srNelule. will be dlKUssed 

Nore No local shffenmg of lhe plale is considered. nellhel in lhe ITansveTSl! Ollonglrudlnal 
diredion No. would il be po5llible 10 include 511l1enlllg. wdhoul Ie-meshing Ihe enliTe 
region concerned 

Atpod_oI~_""'_oI .... .....-.", .... _oI"" __ """'" h~_"" _ ..... ...,.a_oI.lO~_~ .... _ S LM __ , __ ", _ .......... .-01_ ... · u., .. """~ ......... _ 
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5. FE M00EU1NG OF HULL GIRDERS 

5.2 APPLYING LOADS TO TH E HULL GIRDER 

The pr1ln/!1ry Ioftds being subjected to tho! hull girder. when disreg<lroing dynamic efle<:ts. 
a.e the weight of the vessel. being supported by the hydrostatic pressures on the bol1om 
and side slid. 

5.2.1 Vessel's Own Wdght 

The vasels own wt'lghl should Idt'a lly be applied in such ~ .... ·ay SO that its 
dlShibution woukl result In the vesel floating at the applicable draft and tllm. such 
that when applying hydrostatic fOKes i!!Ccording to those drafts and tlim. the 
resultant woukl be ZeTO lie. the vessel would be in equilibrium) . 

As the hull model does not Include any intem1l1 $liff.ming. nor dQ(!$ it il1("lude the 
mass of the systems. pipIng. outfitting. m1lchinel')l lind SUperstrucTUre. thus 
additlonll l weight. IICCOrd ing to the cotTect distribulion. hilS to be included In some 
way 01 otnel. in older to lesult equilibrium between the weight and buoyancy 

The correct hydrostatic pressures could simply be 1Ipplied to the vessel. up to 11 level 
Idflpth) predmermlned by 11 stability lind Ioadtng ptOgRlm. II the hydrostatic 
pressures (01 buoY1lncy forres) lire in excess 01 the model' s own welghtlindudlllg 
!!dditionlll superimposed weigh!!; 01 non modelkld items. arod Cbrgo) thom the model 
..... ,11 have to be restrained from moving These restraints would tend be i!xtremely 
large in magnitude. which on tum will results in excessive stresses lind distortion of 
the struclure In wIlY ollne points of rntnMt, which nu llifies Ihe whole exeICis.e 

5.22 S upport ing Hydrosta ti c Fo rcel 

Dependillgon the50fIWl'IIe capabil~ies. the hydrO$tilltic pressule on the bottom and 
side !iheU. can be applied to the model ,n etther 01 1\10"0 O"II!thods. 

Wher~ th£ soflw(l'e support:l hydlOSti!otic p'n5IUes, the!ieaon beapplled dnectly to 
the iubmerged elements accOrdIng to llletr respective depths below tile waterplane. 

Where the softu'ilfe only allows for manuilll appticilltoon 01 element pressures the 
following pnXedure can be follol/,'ed. illS wa.s the case for the "Fe1"osa" 

I. Detennine tho! dralts and trim 01 the v~1. by using 11 dedICated 
hydrostatic ilInd stablUty program. whICh baIilInces the weIght distribuhon 01 
the _l aga'rl'51 tn.. buoyancy distrib,uion. 

Ii DeveIopa simple program whICh reads In the element geomeny. "nd based 
on the average depth 01 ;.II the nodes associated WIth ill JIilIrticulclr eleO"ll!nc. 
applies an indivi<:!UIII pr<'SSUre 10 that i!Iemomt based on its depth below the 
waterplane 

iii "J"his pucedure is only applicable "'here the softwo1re allo .. ,s for elemenl ilInd 
node data to be input VIII 11 run liIe. whete pr~.es fan be applied to 
mdividual elements. and the numbenng of nodes and e\emenU remai" 
unchanged 101 subsequeJ1l rullS. Or evl!n WIth the addiroon 01 "ddUloni'll 
individUIII elements. IJI,I number. as is the cas.e loT CosmoslM'" 
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5 FE MODEll.JNG OF HUll. GIRDERS 

Figure 5.4 below depicb. the pressure loading applied to the -Ferosa - model, USing 
the Cosmo:slM prog,am. based on the method of using an I!Xlemal progriUTI 10 
calcul .... te the pr£5SllA: per eKoment based on its 10(;.<lIIon b.!Low the ,,,.",,terplane. 

-> 

Figure 5 .4 . py""",.pIoI . ..........,y ind.....!u.ol .. .....,ru ~"'~.od IOIX«dng 10 1he.1oc.aon 
""iii '''peel to tile """'otpIIono No!><* In .... 1"_""' pial, ... ..", ... PI"""" appIic.obIo 10 IN ",,,,mol 
IoMlng 01 the holds "'~ ...... applied by IN....,... ","!hod. ,.....ttIng P-"". In IN CO\IfINf d"tCon ICI 
rIw el<l<!<f>lll p......"e 

Algor"'. on the other hand. perfonn5 aulomlllic element generation based on 
geometry of line :;egments. in which C!l5OI! manuel applicallon of pres~fe5 pel 

element ;sool possible Surfaces halle \0 be defined. lor which pressure parameters 
mily be5J>1,'cifoed. OOI Only on OM wrf(tCe It ~ thus imposs,bk! to apply M e~lemi!ll 
pressure to the side Or ooMm pIiIte. and an interMi J)f\'SSUTI! from CNgO loading 
on the in5i:le of the same 3D plate ,,""men!. as II.M done m Cosmos M in F"!!Ju.-e 
54 allow 

AI this 51<1ge Algor's unear Stalic Module only allows hydlOslallc pre$$Ure Ioodmg 
to be applied 10 blio;k elements. whiJe uniform prl5SUl1l loading can be lIPplied 10 
3D pIale elemenl5 In the case of hydrOSC<ltlC pressure Ioadlllg. the program 
cakuLales tho- pre$5llre per .. lemem im .. maIly, ba<;o!d on il5location re!...""" to the 
waterplane 

Algor's Non Linear, EVllmt Simu!...tion Module. does however allow hydrostatic 
pressula to be applied to 3D plate eirnlenl5. but for 50me rea5olJn. it is iI global 
senmg. and IlOI II regional setl1l19. th~ tho! h~rostalic pressures can only be 
applied to all plale elementswdhJn 1'1 model. wluch IS totaiy improctical. They have 
1I1dlCllled that IUI1he, de""lop!1ll:'nl will take pIa.ce in rl'Clifying this IOf fulUTe 
mod.", 
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5 FEMOOELlJt\GOFIIULJ..GIRDERS 

5.2.3 Additional Weight Dis tributions resulting fro m fluid and cargo contaIned 
In Ho lds alld Tanks 

, 

The caJeulalion and apPIic8l ion of Individual loading as a result of pressure 
dlSlribuhons applocable 10 tanks and holds containing Huiels 01 homogeneous 
QlI"gO$. can be arduous If perlonned rnanuilily. 

1/ tlw! bend ing response of the hull girder 1$ to be reali$tic, then all sub loading has 
to beapplled as per the actual loading of the \'e5ljel There II,e howeve, h;,drostatic 
and ~tablilly progmrm which calculate the weight dimibution of filled or partially 
filled lank/; Howewr in applyir.g these loads TO the model. indIvidual elemenT 
prew.!re have TO be applied. Thus the same meThod as used for ,he outer Well 
l'Iemenl Pfe\.Sure WQuld have 10 be used for each lank and holds con1aining Huith 
01 homQ9"rwous cargos. 

If the local mess distribuTion is of leu importance than file overall Iongitudmal 
weight distribution. for it hull gtrder model, then the load per region. he load pc>t 

hold ). Qln be calculated separillel~ and then applied as a uniionTI pressure to eiKh 
of the affl!l;ti!d components. mllnely. the tank top plate eleJnel1ts. the sloping 
hopper lank top plllte elements. and t",nsverse bulkheads etc 

This method was used to perlOnTI an analysis wl'llch woold Il'lVetigale lhe effed:5 
of docking the damaged bulkcanit!r "lOecuflOn", which 15 discussed in more delaY 
in Chapter 7. as a case study on module aMly$lS. 

Tho '"+ .10., . ."""..",.,. ""~Io>d_"tIOOC(l __ "'III"'" -.-.-r .. _. enr.. .... v _ 
_ Iod .... ,..,. "'" _ ........ pO<! or c- T-... in ro>to 2\O.l Tho ~"" v __ ---'" 
............... opming.1ooIo _ 13m .. ~. b><lo.n!l t~ ~ ............... ~ IWd 5 
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6. FE MOOEIJNG OF MOOlILE STRI.JCTIJRES 

CHAPTER 6 
FE MODELliNG OF MODULE STRUcruRES 

This chupter in /he 2"" Slage (K progressicm rf anoIysing 0 fhfp SI71ICturl: fIl /emls of /he Hull Girder 
I Hull Module procedurr, ond}allows or! /rom Chapcer 5. 

6.1 GENERAL MODELliNG OF HULL MODULES 

[n the case of the modelling ollhe module. it is not only pmerable but imperative to Cfeate 
the mesh accoo:hng to the rn.ming system of the ship 5tructure concerned. Stiffe~. 
pwticuIarly deep girt/om. 1m! often modelled in delai U$ing piale e~nl$, so itS to _Ihe 
del"iled stress pal1_ within the sliHl!net (l)ncemed. 

In orde, to simplify the Inte~n between perpt'ndicul/lr stilfenrn, and to avoid 
ellCessively high ~ ratios on the narrower fIanget. the boge is ohen noI modelled in 
<kta~ with platO! elemenlS. but repbKed ~ beam elements of similar secciona1 properties. 
In cases \\Ihm;! the size relation between the smaJler sliffeneT, \IS lhe larger girder Is 
excessive, OT Wl'lerlf the hame splI(ing is such th&lthe aspect RIlio on the flBnge and web 
woukl be ~O!SSiv<li, II is was found that the $IiffenelS should be modelled lIS beam 
e\mlen~. 

Beam elements ;\I,O! fWefem!d 1(1 truss elemenl!l fOf the flange of OT stiffener. in substitution 

10 USing long llal'TOW pI"le elements. T ruM elements modelled as lhe flange 0111 stlffentr 
or girder, can only contnbute to thee axial slTength, and not to any bending slJenglh. 
Admittedly thee flange is predomlRi'lnlly under tellSlon or oompre$S\on, buI using a bei'l/Tl 
element for this purpose provides fOI the axial contribution jus1115 dfeaiuely as the truss 
element. If modeUed with the oorrect orientation, the billirn elemenfs oonnibution to the 
bending slTength wij[ be equivalent to that of thee substituted piIIte. thus ill oonsidered II 
more aecul<lte option. 

Flgure:s6.J to 6 4 below. [Uust",te a detailed module model lor the vessel "Fl!rosa". whl!re 
In rl9ure 6.4. the IonglludiRi'l! method of !llImlng Is weD ~!usIri!.ted. AIIsliffmen. both 
transverse and longirudlnal are modelled using p1ale eleml!nlS. while the bulb 1I11nges oIthe 
"smaller" longitudinal stiffeners are modelled USing be1llT1 Irlements. 
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6 FE MODE1JNG OF MODULE STRUClURF.5 

6.2 wTHREE H OLDw tlULL MODULE fOR THE ·fEROSA~ 

.......... 
Fig ... " 6 . 1 . 31101d Module IOf thQ IMk ean-.... -Fe,,:..,,·· One..dQ"""""'" 00",", dUQ 
II) w mmetry 

Figure 6 .2 -Int""",, Sriff .... ing cl till! 3 tlold Module lDngrtudo ...... h,,"""9 " .. h 
<loop T ran""""", ham"" u.OdeIv 5plJCoo.. n. 1ongnu.ct.W ....... ,"'"'" ",e bulb ",d{ .......... 

mOOek>d ""'" """119 pIiote element lor till! oo.p web. with beam .... "'1115 used lor ,he """....,.,. 
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Agu.e 6 .3 
"Fc,OS/I" 

FE MOOEUNG OF MODULE STRUCltIRES 

Hold Moduk> of thl! Bulk C2>rr!ef - A rombirlhrioll d tr~ and 
Nolke the SIde .tw.U S<lpport.ed by tI1V>S"'-""" f,,,,",,, , whk tho! 

, • J of the bilges. upper wing ltonks lVId d<ock ...., ... \iI'pp<lIU'd by 
IongIludiMllrl>m.ng. m()oolk-d ... ~b<>d in the, 1""""",<llgurn 
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6. FE MODEUNG OF MODULE STRUCIURES 

6.3 TRANSFERAL OF LOADS FROM THE HUll GIRDER TO THE HULL MODULE 

In theory, the hull girder can be loaded according to weight and buoyancy distributions as 
described, with the resultant bending moments and nodal forces being used for input loads 
on the hull girder. 

This was attempted with very limited success in the case of the "Ferosa""s Cosmos model. 
The shortcomings being: 
.. limited success in achieving the desired overall bending of the girder, due to 

excessive local deformation of "un-stiffened" plate structure in way of the wing 
tanks, both bottom and top, and the deck plate, due to own weight and applied 
pressures. 

.. the mismatch of nodal locations and structural non continuity between the girder 
and the module. Even after interpolating boundary condition nodal forces from the 
girder and attempting to apply it to the module, it was found that local deformation 
at the boundary was excessive relative to the deformation at mid span, where the 
results were sought. 

As a secondary method of applying loads to the module, bending moment and shear forces 
were calculated at the boundary conditions using traditional beam theory using the 
Hydrostatic and Stability Program GHSTM. Incidently both Hughes and Uoyds Register of 
Shipping, advocate this method of attaining realistic input data into the hull module model. 

The advantage of this approach is that the weight and buoyancy distribution can be 
accurately attained for the overall hull, but more importantly for sub elements, like holds, 
tanks etc. 

The hull module would then be "bent" by applying bending moments to the boundaries of 
the model, whilst restraining it in such a way so as to limit restraint against bending, ie 
longitudinal and transverse translational restraint being applied in the plane of maximum 
bending, with vertical translation being restrained on the lower edge of the boundaries. 

6.3.1 Application of Bending Moments to a Hull Module 

The bending moments can be applied to the boundary of the hull module model 
in two ways. 
.. From the bending moment, calculate longitudinal nodal forces on the 

exposed boundary, which when summed relative to the neutral axis would 
result in that bending moment. 

.. Apply a "global" bending moment to the boundary "plane", if the software 
system allows it. 

Shortcomings of the first method: 
.. The elements in the immediate vicinity of the boundary where the nodal 

forces are applied tend to experience exaggerated deformation, and 
exaggerated stresses, relative to the elements in the region of interest. 

.. The model does not tend to "bend" as expected, but rather just 
experienced high compressive or tensile stresses in the deck and bottom 
shell plate. 
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6. FE MODEUNG OF MODUlE STRUCI1JRES 

Shortcoming of the second method: 
.. If the software system being used allowed a boundary plane to be "locked" 

together and a single bending moment to be applied at the neutral axis, this 
would almost certainly have resulted in the better outcome, as the model 
would have been forced to "bend" and the compressive and tensile stresses 
recorded in the mid section would have been as a result of the bending, 
and not as a result of directly applied forces. 

.. It may have been necessary to increase the stiffness of all elements in the 
region of the boundary, in excess of just the boundary elements, so as to 
limit deformation near the applied loads, and in that way achieve a realistic 
distribution of exaggerated deformation for the model as a whole. 

.. Unfortunately the software system being used did not allow for a bending 
moment to be applied to a plane. 

6.3.2 Condusion on the Trimsferal of Loads between the Hull Girder and Hun 
Module 

As is apparent from the various shortcomings stated above, and as will be 
illustrated in the 2nd case study (Chapter 8), it was found that stresses in ship 
structure resulting from global environmental loading, both static and dynamic, are 
best determined by methods of hull stress measurements. 

Experience has shown that methods of finite element analysis on ship structures are 
particularly useful at design, or modification stage, where loads are known, or 
closely approximated, and the capability of the structure to withstand those loads 
needs to be determined and I or documented. Examples of such applications 
include designing or analysing the underdeck structure of a mining vessel to 
determine whether the mining plant, winches, A Frames etc. will be adequately 
supported, and whether there is sufficient continuity of structure between the plant 
and the ship's to avoid local areas of high stress occurring. 

Various criteria exist for determining load factors to account for the inertial effects 
of accelerations of the ship motion due to wind waves and mooring, or loads may 
be calculated using ship motion prediction methods, but these does not form part 
of this study, thus are not addressed in any detail. 
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CHAPTER 7 
HULL MODULE· CASE sroDY 

INTRODUCTION 

The bulkcarrier, "Decurlon" fully loaded with 60 000 ronnes of grain, was damaged when 
a Container Vessel collided with her, just outside the port of Cape Town, in AprlI2000. The 
Container Vessel struck approximately midships, opening a hole some 13m in height, 
flooding Hold 4, and partially flooding Hold 5. 

T rltan Naval Architects were requested to investigate the implications ot clodang vessel 
with limited cargo, including determining the maximum amount of 
onboard for the docking. 

case study deals with the calculation of bottom stresses and block for parallel 
section the vessel, by assuming certain worst case weight distributions, as in 
the following sections. The block arrangement and calculation of block loads for the bow 
and stern are with separately and are described at the end of the report 

7.2 ASSUMPnONS AND LIMITATIONS 

The Cape Town 
were 300, that 

Master infoirmE~d us that the maximum number of blocks available 
maximum aIlc.wable load per block is 100 tonnes. 

Based on 300 blocks at 100 it was initially assumed that the maximum 
displacement that could be docked would 30 000 pending the outcome of an 
investigation / calculation into the of such ships bottom structure. This 
displacement was in good agreement with the which was docked at 33000 
tonnes on 328 blocks. 

000 tonnes assumes (incorrectly) that it is possible to arrange the blocks in such a way, 
so that all blocks contribute equally towards supporting the load. following paragraphs 
will illustrate that the limiting factor is not over stressing the hull, but keeping the maximum 
load on any one block close to, or under the 100 tonne limit. 

PROCEDURE 

L:olndiitiorls of loading applicable to docking the vessel at a disl)iaC:eInlent 30000 
tonnes were fIrSt prepared using GHS™ loading and stability software 
~itHe, WA, USA). The include calculation of general stat,mty parametElrs. eg, 
trim, GMT, also longitudinal strengths, by weight 
distribution, as obtaiIU!Cl loading program manuals, it to actual 
weight calculated from the shapes of the OODlpalrtm.ents 
question, also tlooCleCl spa,ces into acoount. 

Ch. 7 1 
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In accepting an initial value of 30 000 tonnes as being ma:ximlum weight, conditions of 
loading were drawn up which resulted in no trim and deflection 
(hogIsag), taking the damaged hold and No.3 Double Bottom Ballast Tank account. 

Two altematives arose from drawing up these conditions, namely: 
ii Distribute the between the holds, in such a way as to limit the trim to 

a minimum (sUghtiy the This distribution results in the most even weight 
distribution on the blocks, but due the flooded No.4 Hold result is a deflection of 
the hull (HOGGING). Annex A, Condition 1. 

il Distribute the cargo in a manner so as minimize the trim, and at the same 
reduce the hog, by leaving more cargo in the holds adjacent to the dmna!Jed 
and discharging more cargo out of the extreme holds, namely 1 & 7. 
A. Condition 2. 

disadvantage of Condition 2 is that the weight distribution in way of the higher loaded 
adjiacent holds, is in the order of 50% greater than the maximum weight distribution 
Condition 1. Thus it is suggested that allowing an acceptable amount of deflection (HOG) 
but distributing the cargo more evenly, thus a more even of loads on the blocks 
is a approach. 

With likely weight distribution known, a of a section of the double 
holds long) was developed made available 

by the owners. The weight distribution curve, or seCtiOllS be applied to the 
finite as a pressure load, applied over hold bottom and sloping hopper 
sides. The would then be supported (restrained) in the same way as the 
docking would support the vessel. From this the stresses induced in the 
bottom as a result of bearing on the blocks be quantified, as well as 
determining load on each and every block. 

Once it is that certain blocks are being overloaded, or if areas of high stress are 
being identified, the layout of the blocks could be changed, or the loading of the 
vessel could be changed. 

The idea of only a two hold section of the vessel as the model, is to limit the size of 
the model, in order save modelling time, but more imporiantiy computer run 
time, (or waiting time) runs. 

The main transverse were modelled USillg plate elements, 
as were the tank top, hopper All was modelled 
according to its actual and as depicted by different on the model. 
In some cases where there is a of differing plate thickness, worst case thi(:.kn4~!S were 
used. All longitudinal the bottom beanlS, tank top beams, 
hopper tank bearns, and small vertical plates, where modelled as 
and are depicted as lines. Different colour depict different sectional properties. 
element are orientated according to the actual orientation, and the neutral axis 

ends nodes by the distance of that neutral axis from bottom I top 
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7. H\JU. MOIXJl..E - CASE 5TlJDY 

., T'MSVO!'SOS moddecl Taok Top Dnd 

Figure 7.2 _ AnN Mod"'-. Tanir. top. hopper ""'1 ... and belIm Nrrwnts ~ for 
iOu,mulen purp0s0!5. Not~ Slrudure 10 fWd.....,!he bullhad pedesla 
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, HUll. MODUI..E • CASE. 5TlJI)'( 

[Illite Elgnwn! Statistics 

The llnalysis IIoIM perlonned on the Luwar Static Stress Module of the FE ~ Algor"". 
of Prtbburgh. Pennsylvania. USA. 

The final model comprises of $OITIe 28800 elements. 18124 nodes, 107855 DOEs (or 
equllilons), and lor any given oondihon of load ing. lakes 6Y.r hours to solve on 11 Pentium 
11 2J3 MHz, and requires 1.35 Giga By\o!s 01 free s~ In order to llXecute the solution. 
The Initial model some of who's plots are depicted in this report. excluded every second 
main rraosvef5e, and ewdllded l.set of booom \ongitud inab. This model look 3'h hours to 
~. lind "'11$ used to get initial estJmales of block positions. and loading per block. It is 
pos.sible for the analysis to solve for more than one Ioadcose 111 ill time. bUI root for more 
than one condition of restrain! fie. position 01 biodc:5) 
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7. HULL MODUl.£ • CASE STUDY 

7.4 INITIAL RESULTS 

The following f>gl.lre iIIu~I"'"ted all illitial block layout. where il call be 5een Ihllt the load per 
block V/lrie'l from 50 lonne~ 10 230 tonnes, III ~pite 01 /Ill even pres~ure distlibutioll 011 /I 
symmetrical block I/1YOu1. This V/lri/l!iOIl come'l lIbout due the very :;light deAedion~ III 
some plllces. effectively "unlo/lding" Ihlll block 10 /l1/lrge degree. woorells blocks thai are 
placed under sliffer stnJcture, h/lve to tllke up the differel\(;O;l. and thus become higher 
loaded. Tile longitudinal bulkhead at the edge of the bottom howertanks (lO.92m offsd) 
is a velY stiff area. due to the configuration of the oopper tank structure above. The 
centreline girder. as part olthe double bottom structure. can deflect as a whole, albeit very 
slightly, and thus unload itself slightly 

The most pronounced effect of this tendellCY is apparent 011 Figure 7.5. where blocks were 
placed on evelY frame. Although the longitudinal centreline girder is bearing on all the 
blocks. the blocks thai are uooer the main transveJSeS are taking 10 times the load. 01 those 
between. This points clearly to the ~in betwilen" blocks being 5UpetflUOUS and could better 
used eli5l'where. 

" TrI05I , 

"-ling is symmetrical. 
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1 HUll MODULE - CASE sruDY 

O.p*lkI.y 

-1 ~ '05 
- 1,,'05 
- le ' 06 
-2C! ' 06 
-2c ' 06 
- Sc'06 
-3c ' 06 
-4,, ' 06 

Figure 1 .5 - A WIY ('fIf\y bb:k arrIIII!I"lMr'II Indudi>d in !he rqJOI1. meMy 10 iIIuormte 
the varilllion eX bIocIIloeds on the amtn.-lirwr girdrn Not wry detw in ,,. pIof. duo! 10 m. 
..... bullhe bIodcson!he m>n!IWlW_1ot>ded in the ooderd 100, whiiR ,,,,- on 
frmnes~~""""''''''IoaOO:IIO\onr'oo$. ThoMonllwnhv .... out ..... 
..mer the hopper . .... IoixIed up 10 4001 in tflis case 

During initial calculationl, with only ~ se<:ond 1ransver5" modl'lLed. lhe $Ire~ 
experient:ed by tho5e Ira~verses. for the blocks arranged as pet rtgllre 74 . ..... ere found to 
Ill! high but lI00rptable The limlbng factO!' WM rhus identifled as block load" especially 
when IlIklng Inlo IICCOUnltnal the IiMI model, with every tl'3l'1$versc included is going to 
be stiffer. AI thi5 $lag!! !hi> blocks were only being placed al evety second InInsven.e due 
\0 it limit In the number 01 blodls, thus every Ifame W!IS fIOt Ma:ssIIry hom the point of 
view 01 calculating block loads, lind run time (as ex~hwd earlier) was sognifoeantly 
reducN The mlIllimum S11'eS5e5 are found 10 be In the order of ISO MPa, for the bloclo.! 
IIlTl1ngrd M pet FIgUre 7.4 

II win be shown Itlle'r. that for the fWolil retults. tIwse maximum $tfftSe$ were also 
significantly reduad \0 less than lOOMPa. due to lIitemlllive block lImmgemenl5. where 
the oolside bIocb were pIa«d on every Iflt,~ frame, ie 1 6m aparl . and the rt'm/lming 
thrH rows of blocks were pIa.ced IIll1hemale mmsverse frames. ie 32m apan. 

75 FINAL BLOCK ARRANGEMENT 

The block arrangeml!nls differ from Hold to Hold, as the 101",1 weiglu peT hold differs from 
one 10 lhe MKl, oOt/l!ned by summation of 1M wt!ighl distriburion (UIW, over 11M> length 
of lhe hold , 

Fo. the finlll analysis 1M vessel was loaded as peT AnneJlure 1 Condrtion 3 , Hold 7 is 

Ch. 7Pg.6 
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7. HULL MODULE • CASE sruov 

discharged to 1000 lonna. to reduce weigh t In this area. due to alack of space to arrange 
suffIciI!". bIocb. Hold 1 is considered \0 contain obout half thl! gl1lln that Holds 2.3 & 6 
oontllin HokIs 4 lind 5 lire oonslde:red empty, w~h Hold 4 conside red pllnlally flooded. 
No.3 Doubll! Bottom Ballast Tanks. Sib<! Is considered flooded, with Ille Portside filled 10 
counter It. heeling effect. 

Th£ results of the anN~is are diVided Ioto dlfferent holds which have different block 
arrangements. TIwy are depided 11$ follows; 

• Holds 2 &. 3, modelled together. illS per the FIf'IaI Model illustrated In figure', 7.2 
&. 7.3. 

• BIoc:k 8f1tIngements for Holds 4 lind 5 W1!1'1! determined by using single hold 
models, and were "m Individually. In order to determine how many blocks could 
be rdoaIled from this area. to be placed at ,he bow and STem. 

• lioid 6 ~$ 10 the same loading and same block 1I1Tl11'1gemenlS as Holds 
2 &. 3, but WItS fept'llted Oil a ~single hokl~ model 

• Hokb 1 &. 7. lind Ihe areA aft of Hold 7, and IIw Forepellk. ""OIl'\! not modelled])O'. 
say. due 10 sluJpe consIderaliMs. as separate derailed mode~ would be required. 
and there was 1'101 wffldcnt time to d~elop them. The blocks were however 
arranged according to !he weight per region. as calculated from the weight 
disttibutloncul'W, and a conservative margin was aIowed on ml'averagl' load per 

'k>d<. 
Wl'lght per Region delen'ninl!d by wmmation of the weight distribution Wive over Ike 
distanct: COI'ICI'med. The Iayoul should be seen on the altlld!ed Drawing TNA 111001. 

Region Description Total Wl'ight per RegIon No of BIodr;s per Rllgion 

1 Forepeak 543 , 9 

2 Hold 1 l553 , 37 

3 Hold 2 5420 , 54 

4 Hold 3 56121 55 

5 Hold 4 2348 , 24 

6 Hold 5 1904 t 23 

7 Hold 6 5245 t 55 

8 Hold 7 2396 , 29 

9 Afl of Framl' 45 25261 30 

eh. 7 Pg. 7 
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7. HUll. MODULE· CASE STIJDY 

The weight calcu~ted per region, itS listed in the last column in the table above, was u54!d 
to determine a unif""" P'''''"u,,, in NI",,,,' , tu"" .. ppli.ro 10 " .. ~h Finite Elt:menl Mud ... 11 
Ioadcase. This "5Sumes that the weight distribution over each region is fairly unifonn. In The 
case of the Holds 2 to 6, this &5umption is realistic, as the structu~. ,,,,d the C(lrgo Ioi:Id is 
basically constant over the length 01 each hold, In the case of the Hold 1 alld 7, this is f\Oi 
as realistic, but these IloIds were not modeUoo, and the blocks were ananged, as far as 
posslbk:! . 10 simulate rile "expected" distribution 01 each 01 those two ooids. In the case 01 
the "'ftpeak and forepeak. there """s no option hut to place the required amount of blocks 
on Ihe keel. as there was no Olher possibility of sUppOrt positions. 

7,5.1 Ru ults for Holda 2 &" 
The loUewing figure iUustr"'es the biodr.layoul as weU as the 10lId per block. Notl! 
nol aU of the blocks are labelled due to symmehy. 

Q.p+B4T~ 

- SC"O$ 
-4~+05 
-5< .os 
-7u 05 
- 8uor. 
- ge+O$ 
- 1<+06 
- 10 +06 

, 

The following figure Is a stre~ plot. loomed In. 10 see the Slre~ patterns, and 
magnitudes in the transwTSe frames, Note: that while these were the areas of 
highest slre~, the magnitude is at a WI',' acceptable level. 

Ch,7Pg, 8 
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, HUll MODIJlE . CASE STUDY 

d the _ Pltl<lms in tho! rranw""", frlllnft (fIoon) . Higho!r 
strl'SS """'" shoY." in red. This V""" Is from u~, wit h the borrom plate r~ fe-' 
dmity The v.......!.ode iI JUSI o/fth</ 1ef1~. Mod thv oenlr.,un" df the rid>t OIdged lhe 
pi<1ure. 

Voa W,8U 

:tiM7 
!!L714 
28 .:171 
21.429 
14.286 
7 .l" :IlI 

' .- --t 

- <Nmol PIoI , .... bonom 51, (&nom Shell pIN" rem:'MId fa' dnrilyJ 
p:lOitia>s d d", dcdUng bkdco CGn be ....... Old from 1M .... paIl ....... _ Na. I'" 

IF""" Una on lhe outbc:wd C>.1MJle There_ thelidot stiIfenon. , •• , " t using 3D Beam 
..... mems. rollli'Mlf Ih.an PIaIe elements. M their COOIribuIion 10 stiff.- ...... ...qurred. ",Iule 
the .. gnophIc !tress paIIems weN of "- impoo'I4IlOI fa ,helood _ <XIRIidmrd 
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7 HUll- MODULE . CASE STIJDY 

7.5.2 Ruull$ for Hold 4 

The following figure illustrates the block positions and loads per block for HokI4. 
after a number 01 iterations. Note the blocks saved under Hold 4. vS too~ used 
under HoId52.3 & 6. would be relocated to the bow and stem. 

Gap .. Bdry 

~ t.e·~ 
~!Ie'~ 
---{Ie ' 05 
~7.· 05 
---8.' O~ 
-90* 05 
-\.'00 
- 1. ' 06 

Von M l.O • • 

Figure 7 .10 . Bot1om Stw:w-s in way of Hold 4. Maximum ,hou." to be nMPa. 

Ch. 7 Pg. 10 
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7. HUIJ..MOOOLE - CASEsnJDY 

7.5.3 Resul t. IOf Hold 5 

The following figure Ulustrntes the block positions and loads peT block lor Hold 5, 
after I1.!dudng the blocks even further from those used fo r Hold 4. 

Figure 7. 11 . Block p:r;i.~ arxt block ~for.he r~ of Hold 5 

Oap+Bdry 

-~·05 
- 40 · 05 
- 5<: · 05 
- 5<: ' 05 
- 6e+05 
- 7c ' OS 
- 8<0+05 
-6e ' OS 

55.4 99 
4 7 .599 
39.7 

~k~ 
18.00l 
8.1009 
0 .2012" 

Figure 7 .12 - Bottom Stresws in the re<jon clliold 5. BoI.om sheil pin.e and longitudinal 
b<'ilITI eiemffil!; fCfl"lOVed for clarity. The maximum Slress shown to be 55MPa. 
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7 HUll. MODUlE· CASE STIJDY 

7.5.4 ResU1t5 (or Hold 6 

The block arra~mel1t for Hold 6 is taken liS pel Holds 2 & 3, due to s im~ar 
weight distributions. The total weight for Hold 6 is 5245 lannes vs 5420 i.'Ond 5612 
for Holds 2 & 3 respectMly. There was 1'101 suffICient lime 10 run an lIn;lllysis 
specifIC to Hold 6, <lnd II was not envisaged that the :!:4OO lonnes would have 
resulted in significant savings in blocks over Holds 2 & 3, as the symmetry of the 
layout would have to be maintained. 

• , 

. Block Pa;illoO$ and bb:k io.'>ds r"" the mg!Or\ of Hokl6 

a.p' Bd,,. 
-"' · 05 
-4e'O~ 
- 1ie'Q6 
- 6e 'O~ 
-7<'O~ 
-8,,· O~ 
- 900·05 
- l e'OIl 
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RaulD fol' Hold 7 

As was mentioned in this ."" ...... u, Holds 1 and 7 were not analysed to 
shape There was not time models for these 
two holds which shape. 

The loading for Hold 7 was reduced significantly, leaving only 1000 of 
grain, as there is not sufficient to locate more blocks they 
available). 

28 blocks are arranged as per the drawing TNA 1110/01 to support the 
tonnes of Hold 7. It is assumed that the loading of the blocks will "reasonably" 
uniform, at an average block load of 85.6 tonnes, by arrl!lngjng 
a manner so as to agree with the trends found in the detailed ancUysis 
holds. 

7.5.6 RaulD fol' Hold 1 

The same rational applies to Hold 1 as for Hold 7, w.r.t to the shape of the flat of 
bottom tapering but in the case of Hold 1, which was not entirely discharged, 
mainly for trim reasons, the layout of the blocks is slightly more tricky, and the 
weight to be supported is also higher. Here 44 blocks are allocated to support the 
3553 tonnes at an average block load of tonnes block. Due to the 
tapering off of the of bottom of the vessel, beyond frame 247, blocks can only 
be on the centreline girder. In order to support the proportion of the hold 
from frame 247 to it is proposed to locate blocks on every frame, ie at 8lOmm 
intervals. 

The finer shape at the fore end this region (Hold 1) is a very strong structure, in 
the vertical. direction, thus the fact that only one row of blocks is available, can still 
be acceptable. The block spacing is increased significantly in order to cater the 
single row taking a much higher load then elsewhere. 

7.5.7 RaulD fol' Fompeak Region 

The forepeak region, with the forepeak ballast tank empty, amounts to 542 tomes 
being supported on the centreline (keel) 14 blocks, at an block loading 
of 38. 7 tonnes per block. It is expected the load block will be very uniform 

this region to the structure not able to deflect, one block to the next. 

blocks however have to be removed from this (lighter loaded) region, 
as the total number of blocks in the above table the 300 blocks, but 34, 
although it is from that at least 317 blocks are in fact 

RaulD fol' Region Aft of Fl'ame 45 

Only a single row blocks on keel is in this region. It is therefore 
proposed to place blocks on every frame (BOOmm apart) from frame This 
amounts to 30 blocks supporting tonnes at an average of 84.2 per 

Ch.7 13 
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7. HUlL MOI.XJLE - CASE STIJDY 

block. Due to the shape of the hull, in this region, ie the fine "run" to the stem, with 
its associated internal structure, makes this of the hull very stiff on the 
centreline (keel). It can be realistically assumed that, in spite of a significant 
overhand over the last block, these blocks would bear load fairly unifonnly. 

The loading on the blocks in this region is virtually independent of the loading of 
the vessel, except for some small tanks. Thus the load on the structure and on the 
blocks would be the same for this region of ship, even if the docked in a 
lightship condition. 

7.6 CONCLUSION 

The Condition of Loading as depicted in Condition 3 of Annexure A, should be seen as the 
MAXIMUM possible condition for docking with the limit of 300 blocks. This condition 
amounts to a displacement of 30 000 tonnes, of which 16 000 tonnes is cargo. 

If the blocks region are added up, it will be apparent that the total is actually 
blocks. This is based on the Solberg, which was docked on 317 blocks. 

The stresses in the 
very acceptable. 

structure, for all areas modelled were found to be quite low, ane 

The limiting factor is definitely the 100 tonnes per block limit. The highest block load, 
resulting from the analysis was 109 tonnes, which is acceptable. 

On referencing the drawing TNA 1110/01, it will be apparent that Hold 6 and Hold 3 have 
four additional blocks, which are not reflected in the models of those two holds. These were 
placed, where the actual geometry differed slightly from the model, in that the bulkhead fdt 
just before or just after a row of blocks. 

Ch. 7 Pg.14 
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CHAPTER 7 .. ANNEXURE A 

CALCULATION CONDITIONS LOADING FOR DOCKING, 
TAKING ACCOUNT flOODING AFFECTED SPACESIHOlDS 
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00-02-22 17:29:20 Naval Architects Page 1 
GHS 7.14 M. V. "DBC'O'RI:ON" 

CONDITION 1 - INITIAL CONDITION FOR EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDS 

--WEIGHT and DISPLACEMENT STATUS 
BPL draft: 6.293 @ 6.237 @ 0.00 

Fwd O. .44, Heel: Port 0.04 

LIGHT SHIP+ 
Sundry Small HFO Tks 
Sundry Small DO Tks 8.80 

otal 11,866.08 
(MT) 

0.497 0.746 3,800. 0.028s 5.8 FROZEN 
0.426 0.830 3,800.09 .691f 0.046s 5. FROfEN 
0.436 0.808 3,800.00 .750f 0.045s 5.413 FROzEN 
O. 0.806 400.09 69. 0.050s 5.076 FROiEN 
0.265 0.775 2,200.21 45. 0.0455 4.074 FRO:iEN 
0.622 O. 269.43 45.003f 0.006p 0.530 -1. 1»50 
0.713 O. 56.10 24. 3.2765 1. 010 -1."39 
0.805 1.000 130.01 10. 7.659p 15.613 -17.451 
0.283 1.000 45.71 10.2 7.2495 14.323 -15.089 
0.930 1.000 56.39 5. 7.007p 16.639 -18. 
0.911 1.000 55.29 5.588f 6.9995 16.611 

. C 0.001 1. 2.21 207.200f O • 0.091 
• P 0.010 1.025 4.96 188.950f 2 . 0.050 

WB-DB1.S 0.012 1.025 5.94 189. 2. 0.056 
WB-DB2.S 0.007 1.025 10.54 153.093f 9. 0.014 
WB-DB3.P 1.000 1. 414.28 105.720f 12. 1.882 
WB-DB4.S 0.010 1.025 6.74 72.254f 8. 0.029 -0.037 
WS-DB5.P O. 1. 3.62 48.961f 6. 0.047 -0.060 
WB-DB5.S 0.030 1.025 10.02 48.876f 7. 0.099 -0.156 
WB-TS2.P O. 1.025 36.81 153.787f 15.44 12.940 -13.150 
WB-TS5.P 0.011 1.025 7.86 44.978f 15.594p .769 -12.890 
WB-TS5.S 0.006 1.025 4.52 45.006f 15.648s .705 -12.796 
WB-AP.C 0.043 1.025 22.74 6.119f O. 5.490 -7.271 

-> 19,144.08 125.504f O. 5.100-
31,010. 114.752f O. 6. 

(MT)--LCB -TCB--VCB-~············~·············-

1.025 35, .637f 0.008p 3.207 237 
B.C 1.025 -2, 117.723f O.014p 4.115 -6.237 

WB DB3.S 1. -1,412.94 .720f 12.1745 1.878 -6.237 
WB-TS3.S 1.025 0.00 

1.025 31,009.72 114.753f 0.563p 3.182 

Righting Arm5: 0.000 0.0015 
in METERS 

1 APt;. 2 
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17: Triton Naval Architects Page 2 
GHS 7.14 N.V. "DBctmION" 

CONDITION 1 - INITIAL CONDITION FOR EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDS 

PROPERTIES 
.44, Heel: Port , VCG 6.993 

(MTl~·······LCB--VCB GM'l' 
31, .72 114. 8.308 
in METERS Moment M. -M'I. 

from BPL. True Free Surface 

LONGITUDINAL STRENGTH with FLOODING at = Port 0.04 deg. 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 

220.000f 0.00 0.0 0.0 
219.000f 1.50 0.86 .9 0.5 
217.040f 2.98 12.80 6.9 -2.1 
217.040f 46. 12.80 6.9 -2.1 

.600f 43.97 31.51 -50.3 61.2 
213.284f 42.61 38.51 -61.1 135.7 
211. 331f 40.67 48.89 -57.1 .1 
209.378f 38.77 59.27 -29.1 .1 
207.426f 36.90 70. 23.3 352.9 

35.04 82.58 102.6 234.4 
.600f 33.31 94.16 204.1 -48.8 

203.520f 58.15 94.65 206.9 .2 
.520f .24 94. 206.9 .2 

202.524f 160.40 100.81 147.6 -241. 9 
202.120f .93 103.31 123.5 -296.6 
201. .15 106.58 88.5 -359.3 
200. .78 112.08 30.6 -418.6 
199.420f 174.96 118.22 -33.0 -417.2 
199.420f 171.61 .22 -33.0 -417 .1 
198.539f .56 123.09 -79.6 -367.5 

177.91 .96 -106.7 -319.1 
198. 1 .35 .96 -106.7 -319.1 
197. 1 .24 .59 -125.3 -263.7 
196.547f 171.29 .09 -163.1 -119.9 
195. .58 .59 -199.6 60.8 
194. 177. .44 -234.1 277 .1 
193. 179.54 .71 -278.4 645.4 
193. .24 .71 -278.4 645.4 
192.562f 180.06 .15 -293.6 804.9 
191. 157.50 -319.8 1,110.5 
190. .85 -345.1 1,441.7 

166.21 .3 1,797.7 
170.56 .9 2,177.3 
173.95 
176.53 

next 
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17:29:20 Triton Naval Architects 3 
GHS 7.14 H.V. "DIlcmt.ION" 

CONDITION 1 - INITIAL CONDITION FOR EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDS 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 
~~M. 

.589f 179.12 -455.8 449.0 
184.593f 181.70 -474.2 .3 

.597f 201.03 184.28 -491. 4 4, .3 
182.800f 202. 186.34 -504.5 4,790.2 
182.60lf 207.71 186.86 -508.7 4, .1 

210. 190.69 -538.6 .7 
180.608f 208. 191.43 .0 .8 
179.120f 208.96 193.57 .2 6,778.7 
179. 213.95 193.57 .2 6,778.8 
177. 214.33 195.59 .6 7,599.3 
177. 216.08 195.73 .6 7,659.3 
177. 207.71 195.73 .6 7,659.3 
173. 208.53 201. 34 .6 10,084.0 
169. 208.38 204.54 .0 12,966.2 
168.120f 208.41 205.39 .1 13,751. 0 
162.520f 207.90 206.60 .1 17,524.9 
161. 207.79 .8 18,422.5 
161.100f 210.09 .0 18,490.6 
160. nOf 215.51 206. -684.4 18,149.9 
157. nOf 214.58 206.56 .9 20,842.2 
153. nOf 213.35 206. -739.6 23,742.6 
153. nOf 214.94 206. -739.6 142.7 
152.140f 214.45 206. -752.5 24,921. 6 
149.720f 213.72 206. -770.9 26,765.3 
144.860f 2 .24 206.45 -802.5 30,591. 5 
143.560f 211. 84 .43 -809.8 ,639.6 

.600f 210.64 206.40 -828.9 34,885.6 

.600f .04 206.40 -828.9 ,885.7 

.980f .10 206. -862.1 ,793.4 
130.520f .18 206.32 -890.2 42, .4 

.720f 215.69 206.32 -897.7 417.4 

.720f 87.06 55.11 -897.7 .5 
128.120f 86.89 55.11 .7 44,894.8 
128.120f 83.22 55.11 -948.7 44, .8 
126.400f 83.04 55.11 -996.9 4 568.1 

.000f 82.88 55.11 -1,035.9 47,991.1 
120.000f 82.34 55.10 -1,173.5 53, .6 
117. 82.14 55.10 -1, .6 56,138.2 
115.000f 82. 55.10 -1, .2 59, .9 
109.240f 82.91 55.10 467.9 67, .5 
105.000f 83.29 176.67 -1, .1 14,162.0 
100.000f 83.74 176.62 -1,033.4 80, .0 

96.400f 84.06 176.59 -699.6 83,611.1 
96.400f 79.05 .6 83,611.2 
95.000f 79.35 .3 84,495.1 
92.080f 79.97 -280.3 85,726.3 

next page 
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17:29:20 Triton Naval Architects 4 
GHS 7.14 K.V. "DBCtJRIOH" 

CONDITION 1 - INITIAL CONDITION FOR EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDS 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 
MT-······--MT-M. 

90.000f 176.54 .9 86,100.8 
.520f 176.47 632.8 84,025.1 

81. nOf 176.41 105.4 83,489.8 
. nOf 199.15 205.90 105.4 .1 

80.120f 199. 205.78 715.0 .4 
80. 196.30 205.18 115.0 82, .3 
17. .51 .59 .2 80,610.4 

196. 204.13 762.3 78,420.5 
14.800f 189. 204.73 162.3 78,420.4 

191.29 203.23 831.1 14,366.3 
66.340f 191.84 201.16 861.0 11,494.1 
61. 193.56 198.32 .5 61,405.2 
51. 193.98 193.34 .9 63,183.4 
51. nOf 155.30 .34 .9 63,783.3 
56.120f 156.33 .35 966.3 62,283.4 
56.120f 151.12 .35 966.3 62,283.4 
53. 152.11 .21 1,015.1 59,298.2 
53.200f 146.89 1,075.7 59,298.1 
49.180f 143.01 .19 1,228.6 54,660.3 
45. nOf 140.84 .48 1,343.4 50,205.5 
40.600f .08 .50 1,419.3 961.3 
31.120f 128.83 8.01 1,539.3 612.3 
36.920f .18 144. 1,554.4 31,314.9 
35.286f 121.34 .41 1,583.6 34,810.1 
33.110f .91 1,608.3 .2 
33.770f .10 132. 1,608.3 ,391.1 
32.120f 125.84 1,559.2 2 778.2 
32.120f 14.42 125.84 1,559.2 ,778.0 

.120f .60 125.84 1,559.2 29,771.9 
30.520f 123.91 119.49 1,552.7 , .2 

.520f 129.59 119.49 552.1 ,288.1 
29.120f .09 116. 1,544.4 049.6 

.920f 124.09 112.46 535.4 , .6 

.920f 112.46 1,535.4 ,811.5 
21.320f 116. 104.76 1,518.3 22,314.2 
27. 153. 104.16 1,518.3 .1 

.520f 150.94 100.91 478.1 .4 
152. 100.91 418.1 .3 

24.920f 146.48 93.21 394.6 .4 
24. 144.41 93.21 .6 18,876.3 
21. 131. 66 17.81 .5 14,680.5 
20.000f 69.68 .1 12,651.3 
20. 69.68 .9 12,651.2 
18. 62.69 .4 11,090.2 

62.68 .4 11,090.1 
.90 1.2 10,296.3 
next 
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11[1--11:1,-:1:1 17:29:20 Triton 5 
GHS 7.14 N.V. ~ION" 

CONDITION 1 - INITIAL FOR EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDS 

9. 
8. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
4. 
3. 
3. 
1.830f 
1. 
0.610a 
0.610a 
4.500a 
4.500a 
Point weight 

.23 

.73 
82. 
75.12 

.69 
60.97 

.06 
73.26 
66.69 
57.45 
79.88 
90.78 
66.84 
62.64 
37.04 
34.19 
50.32 
45.58 
24. 
16.71 

0.00 

58.90 
55.12 
55.12 
51.34 
51.34 
47.56 
47.56 
39.99 
36.30 
36.30 
21.54 
18.21 
11.54 
11.54 
11.54 

0.00 

SHEAR MOMENT 

971.2 
926.2 
926.2 
911.3 
911.3 
882.7 
882.7 
840.1 

.0 
820.0 
640.0 

9 
.4 
.4 

524.4 
298.6 

.9 
261.9 
196.7 
196.7 

.7 

10,296.3 
.4 

9,537.3 
8,802.3 
8,802.3 
8,084.8 

084.6 
706.9 

6,042.8 
042.8 

3,714.7 
3,218.8 
2,319.9 
2,319.9 
2,319.9 
1,057.5 

898.4 
898.3 
479.6 
479.6 
144.7 

in METRIC 'I'rn~-"""'---------------I 
I------------ ........ ~- -s U M MAR y------------j 

1,608.3 MT 
86,101 MT-M. 
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7 I\NNEXVRE A 

00-02-22 \1:29 :20 Pag!' , 
'"S 1 . \4 N .V. ""OECUJUON"" 

CONDITION , - INITIAL CONDIT ION ro, EVEN DISTRIBUTION " HOLDS 

r ~ 

TI" 'T'"""'F"' ''j'" "-r' ;m 
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00-02-22 17:25:06 Triton Naval Architects Page 1 
GHS 7.14 N.V. "DlIletmION" 

CONDITION 2 - INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUM HOG 

~WEIGHT and DISPLACEMENT 
BPL draft: 6.149 @ 215.44f, 6.204 @ 0.00 

Trim: Aft 0.05/215.44, Heel: Port 0.07 
(MT) 

LIGHT SHIP+ 11, 97.646f 0.000 10.073 
Sundry HFO Tks 28. 20.000f 0.000 1.250 
Sundry DO Tks 8.80 20.000f 0.000 1.250 

Total 11,866.08 97.405f 0.000 10.04 
(MT) 

HOLD1.C 0.293 O. 6 2,238. 4.273 FRO lEN 
HOLD2.C 0.372 0.830 3,320.16 4.928 FRm~EN 

HOLD3.C 0.677 O. 5,898.40 7.185 FROlEN 
HOLD6.C O. 0.806 5,077.80 6.510 FRO~EN 

F06.C 0.622 0.935 269. 0.530 -1. 
DO loS 0.713 0.850 56.10 3. 1.010 -1.: 54 

.P 0.805 1. 000 130.01 7.660p 15.613 -17.~51 
• S O. 1. 000 45.71 7.248s 14 . -15. 
.P 0.930 1. 000 56.39 7.008p -18.1J94 
. S 0.911 1.000 55.29 5.588f 6.9998 16 . -18.1161 

C 0.001 1.025 2.20207.14lf 0.031p 0.090 -0.:94 
.P O. 1.025 4.92 188. 2.582p 0.050 -0.:'24 
.S O. 1.025 5.95 188. 2.3668 0.056 -0. ::.41 
.S 0.008 1.025 11.19150.008f 9.5438 O. -0.080 
.P 1.000 1.025 1,414.28 105.720f 12.177p 1.882 
.S O. 1.025 7.18 71. 8.6878 O. -0.J83 
.P 0.011 1.025 3.50 48. 6.744p O. -0. )78 
.S 0.030 1.025 10.00 48. 7.1838 0.100 -0.186 
.P O. 1. 36.81 153. . 44 9p 12. 94 0 .220 
. P O. 1. 7.86 44 • .594p 12.769 -12.303 
.S 0.006 1.025 4.52 44.837f .6488 12.705 -12.329 

WB-AP.C 0.043 1.025 22.74 6.119f 0.125s 5.490 -7.273 
Total 18,678.49 125.380f O. 5. 

30,544. 114.512f O. 7. 488~ 
(MT)--LCB-TCB--VCB 

HULL 1.025 34, .27 114. 417f O.017p 3.160 -6.204 
HOLD4 B.C Flooded 1. -2,849. 117.717f 0.028p 4.063 -6.204 
WB DB3.S Flooded 1. -1,411. 105.719f 12.1708 1.873 -6.204 
WB-TS3.S Flooded 1.025 0.00 

Total Di8placement--> 1.025 30,543.09 114.51lf 0.579p 3.135 

Righting Arm8: 0.000 -0.0008 
METERS. 

7 APg.8 
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7. ANNEXURE A 

00-02-22 11:25:06 
GHS 1.14 

Triton Naval Architects 
M.V. "DBCORION" 

Page 2 

CONDITION 2 - INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUM HOG 

r-----HYDROSTATIC PROPERTIES wi th FLOODING----~ 
Trim: Aft 0.05/215.44, Heel: Port 0.01 deg., VCG:::: 1.488 

Draft@ Displacement BuoyancY-Ctr. Weightl Moment I 
107. 120f-Weight (MT) -LCB -VCB----CM LCF---GM trim-m--lGML--GMT 

6.176 30,543.09 114.511f 3.135 51.17 112.643f 744.19 524.93 7.938 
in METERS.---Specific Gravity:::: 1.025.-- Moment in M.-MT. 

Trim is per 215.44M. 
Draft is from BPL. True Free Surface included. 

LONGITUDINAL STRENGTH with FLOODING at Heel:::: Port 0.07 deg. 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY 
M. ----MTI/M. ----MT 1M. 

220.000f 0.00 
219.000f 1.50 
217.040f 2.98 
217.040f 46.35 
214.600f 43.96 
213.284f 42.60 
211.331f 40.67 
209.378f 38.77 
207.426f 36.89 
205.473f 35.05 
203.600f 33.31 
203.520f 58.16 
203.520f 115.52 
202.524f 118.86 
201.528f 121.29 
200.532f 123.89 
199.420f 126.19 
199.420f 123.43 
198.539f 125.58 
198.020f 126.87 
191.543f 115.22 
196.541f 117.22 
194.554f 119.70 
192.562f 119.83 
191.566f 121.83 
190.510f 123.87 
189.574f 126.03 
187.582f 128.97 
186.460f 129.91 
184.593f 131.26 
182.800f 132.82 
182.601f 138.08 
181.120f 139.69 
180.608f 137.79 
179.120f 137.82 

0.86 
12.63 
12.64 
30.91 
37.70 
47.76 
57.83 
68.75 
80.52 
91. 81 
92 .29 
92.29 
98.30 

103.94 
109.32 
115.34 
115.34 
120.10 
122.91 
125.49 
l30.88 
141. 03 
149.60 
153.89 
158.18 
162.47 
170.10 
112.98 
177.77 
182.37 
182.88 
186.68 
187.41 
189.55 

SHEAR MOMENT 
---MIT---MT-M. 

0.0 0.0 
-0.9 0.2 
6.9 -2.9 
6.9 -2.9 

-51.3 60.8 
-63.0 136.8 
-60.9 261.1 
-35.4 358.4 
l3.9 382.9 
89.4 285.8 

186.8 30.5 
189.5 15.5 
189.5 15.5 
167.7 -162.5 
148.7 -320.0 
132.8 -460.2 
118.3 -599.8 
118.3 -599.8 
112.3 -701.4 
109.9 -759.2 
114.4 -812.8 
126.3 -932.6 
160.4 -1,216.2 
211.4 -1,584.0 
242.2 -1,810.0 
275.2 -2,067.8 
310.5 -2,359.7 
386.7 -3,053.3 
433.9 -3,513.6 
517.5 -4,401.3 
603.7 -5,406.1 
612.6 -5,521.3 
680.6 -6,484.7 
705.3 -6,839.5 
780.7 -7,945.3 

~.-.. --.-- -----continued next page--------" 
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00-02-22 17: :06 Triton Architects Page 3 
GHS 7.14 N.V. "DBCtlRIOH" 

CONDITION 2 - INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUM HOG 

TION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 

9.120f 189.55 780.8 -7,945.4 
177.720f 191. 57 847.6 085.2 
177.620f 144. 191. 71 .3 -9,170.2 
177.620f 187. 191. 71 .3 -9,170.2 
173.720f 188. 197.32 .3 -12,537.2 
169.300f 188.19 200.56 .3 514.3 
168.120f 8.19 201. 43 4 -17,614.0 
162.520f .72 202.14 1,018.5 -23,093.0 
161.200f .61 202.75 1,038.4 -24,450.9 
161.100f 189.91 202.75 1,039.8 -24,554.9 
160. .33 202.76 1, .6 -24,950.5 
157.720f 194.43 202. 066.3 -28,114.2 
153.nOf 193. 202.81 1,102.2 -32,450.3 
153. 302.37 102.2 -32,450.4 
152.140f 301. 90 .2 -34,068.2 
149. 301.17 202. 706.4 .1 
144.860f 299.72 .89 232.1 1 

299.34 202.90 106.5 ,566.5 
298.15 2 .94 -272.9 .5 
301.56 202.94 -272.9 , 6.4 
300.64 2 .97 -726.4 -35,927.6 

75 .01 -1,159.9 -31, 120.9 
9.720f 303.26 .02 -1,240.1 761.2 
9.720f 87. 54.97 240.1 761.2 
8.120f 86.89 54.97 2 .4 ,736.2 

128.120f 83. 54.97 2 .4 ,736.2 
6.400f 83.04 54.97 8 -26,473.8 

125.000f .88 54.97 -1, .0 -24,571.1 
120.000f 82.34 54.97 -1,517.2 -17,330.9 
11 7. 820f .14 54.97 -1,576.6 -13,959.3 
115.000f 54.97 -1,653.6 -9,405.7 
109.240f .91 54. 98 813.0 575.2 
105.000f .29 173.82 -1,846.7 8,482.7 
100. .74 173.86 .0 16,584.6 

96.400f .06 173.89 071.1 21,022.4 
96.400f .05 173.89 071.1 21,022.4 
95.000f 79.35 .90 -938.5 22,428.7 
92.08 79.97 173. -663.3 24,766.2 
90.000f 80.42 173. -468.4 942.5 
82. Of 82.02 174.00 225.5 26, .8 
81. 85.82 174. 296.1 26, .9 
81. 12 269.72 203.42 296.1 .9 
80. 269.91 203. 189.8 .8 

266.28 2 189.8 243.7 
266.56 203.18 38.2 ,969.3 
266.48 202.37 -147.9 128.3 

next 
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00-02-22 :06 Triton Architects Page 4 
GHS 7.14 H.V. "DBCO'RIOH" 

CONDITION 2 - INITIAL FOR MINIMUM HOG 

SHEAR MOMENT 

259.45 -147.9 26,128.3 
261.32 -446.2 27, .0 
261. 67 -654.3 29,485.6 
263.61 196.18 -954.9 33,193.5 

57. 263.41 191.30 -1,234.0 37,563.9 
57. 65.10 191. -1,234.0 37,564.0 
56.120f 66.18 189. -1,034.5 39, .7 
56.120f 60.97 189.34 -1,034.5 39,377.8 
53.200f . 67 185 . .8 41, .4 
53.200f . 85 185 • .8 41,858.4 
49.180f 176. .2 43,511.1 
45.120f 51.12 169.16 .8 43,345.1 
40.600f 154.96 833.2 40,529.4 
36. 143.49 1, .1 36,756.1 
35.059f 136.18 1, .4 34,333.2 
33.770f 131.12 1,506.1 32,466.7 
33.770f 131.12 1, .1 32,466.6 
32.120f 84.76 124.64 1, .8 29,923.8 
32.120f 74.42 124.64 1, .8 29,923.7 
32.120f 129.60 124.64 1, .8 29,923.6 
30.520f 123. 118.36 1, .4 410.1 
30.520f 129. 118.36 .4 ,410.0 
29.120f 115.21 1, .1 26,160.7 
28.920f 111.40 1,547.3 ,918.6 
28.920f 111.40 1,547.3 24,918.5 

103.78 1,528.7 ,456.9 
153. .78 1,528.7 22,456.8 
150.94 99.97 1,488.2 249.9 
152.81 .97 1,488.2 249.9 
146.48 92.35 1,402.7 18,936.5 
144.41 1,402.7 ,936.4 
l31. 66 1,232.1 14,711.9 

1,137.2 .6 
36.85* 1,100.3 .6 

118.97 1,017.0 .3 
115.16 1,017.0 .2 
111. 94 .38 974.3 .5 
115.05 .38 974.3 .4 
111. 58 54. 928.9 .0 

16. 73.40 54. 928.9 .9 
16. 70.24 50. 913.6 8, .7 
16. 87.74 50.89 9l3.6 8,816.7 
15.320f 82.63 47.15 884.7 8,097.2 
15.320f 75.12 47.15 884.7 8,097.1 
l3.720f 65.69 39.66 841.5 6, .2 
12.920f 60.97 36.01 .1 6,051. 0 

next 
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00-02-22 17:25:06 Triton Naval 5 
GHS 7.14 H.V. "DBCURIOR" 

CONDITION 2 - INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUM HOG 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 

12.92 97. .1 6,050.9 
9. 73. 640.5 3, .5 
8.920f 66.70 18.09 600.3 3, .2 
7.320f 57.46 11. 49 524.6 2, .5 
7.320f 79.87 11. 49 524.6 2, .4 
7.320f 90.77 11. 524.6 2, .4 
4.246f 66.98 0.00 299.8 1,065.2 
3.660f 62.65 261. 9 900.6 
3.660f 37.04 261.9 900.6 
1. 830f 34.19 196.7 481.3 
1. 830f 50.32 196.7 481.3 
0.610a 45. 79.7 145.9 
0.610a .27 79.7 145.9 
4.500a 16.71 0.0 -0.7 
4.500a 0.00 

in METRIC TON 
U M MAR 

Largest .9 MT at 105. 
Moment: 517 MT-M. at 49.180f (Hogging) 
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00-02-14 08:58:51 Naval Architects Page 1 
GHS 7.14 M.V. "DBCURIOH" 

CONDITION 3 - CARGO REDUCED IN HOLDS 1 & 7, DUE TO BLOCK LOCATIONS 

t··············~~~~~~~-~tlIEI(;HT and DISPLACEMENT ~TJ~Tn~---········-------~ 
BPL draft: 6.039 @ 215.44f, 6.106 @ 0.00 

Aft 0.07/215.44, Heel: Port O • 

. 23 
HFO Tks 28.05 
DO Tks 8.80 

Fixed > 11,866.08 
(MT) 

O. o. 6 2, 1 0.041s 4.550 
0.470 0.830 4,200.06 .687f 0.042s 5.669 
0.493 0.808 4,300.00 141. 0.0405 5.840 
0.461 0.806 4,000. 69. 0.0435 5.594 
0.121 O. 1,000. 45.214f 0.069s 2.837 
0.622 O. 44.912f 0.009p 0.530 
0.113 0.850 24.346f 3.2755 1. 010 
0.805 1.000 10. 7.659p 15. 
0.283 1.000 45.71 10.29lf 7.2495 14. 
0.930 1.000 5.588f 7.008p 16. 
0.911 1.000 55.29 5.588f 6.9995 
0.001 1.025 2.20 207.135f 0.023p O. 
0.010 1. 5.08 188.354f 2.558p 0.051 
0.012 1. 5.94 188.582f 2.4015 O. 597. 
0.008 1. 11. 03 149. 62lf 9.615s O. 2586.0 
1.000 1. 1,414.28 105.120f 12. 1.882 0.0 
0.011 1. 6.95 71. 532f 8. 0.030 920.4 
0.011 1. 3.62 48.664f 6.74 0.047 60.2 
O. 1.025 10.00 48.669f 7.1 0.100 199.5 
O. 1. 36.81 153.531f 15.44 12.940 22.8 
0.011 1.025 7.86 44.851f 15. 12.769 4.4 
O. 1. 4. 44. 15. .705 2.7 
O. 1. 025 22.14 6. O. 5.490 O. 

..... -> 18,144.10 0.960p 5.163 8112 • 
30,010.18 O • 7.094 

1.025 34, • 20 3.107 -6.106 
Flooded 1.025 -2,771. 66 4.005 -6.106 
Flooded 1.025 -1,409.61 1.868 -6.106 
Flooded 1.025 0.00 

1.025 30,009. 3.082 

Righting Arms: 0.000 0.0015 
METERS. --·-~Moments in M.-MT. 

Ch. 7 Annex A 14 
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00-02-14 08:58: Naval 2 
GHS 7.14 M. v . "DBCORION" 

CONDITION 3 - CARGO REDUCED IN HOLDS 1 & 7, DUE TO BLOCK LOCATIONS 

r-------FIYDRm;TATIC PROPERTIES FLOODING:-----
.44, Heel: Port 0.06 , VCG 7.094 

'Al1r"r:''''' ... '',-f''i·.... Weight! Moment I 
. 720f--Weight (MT}--LCB--VCB ,,-en LCF--CM trim--GML'- - '-GMT 

6. 30,009.92 114.51 3.082 51.14 112. 743.57 533.81 8.482 

Draft 

METERS. Gravity == 1.025. --Moment in M.-MT. 
Trim is 215.44M. 

from BPL. True Free Surface included. 

LONGITUDINAL STRENGTH FLOODING at Heel = Port 0.06 

WEIGHT BUOYANCY 
-----!IffI' 1M •................. , ............. -tAT 1M 

203.520f 
203.520f 
202.524f 
202.120f 
201.528f 
200.532f 
199.420f 
199.420f 
198.539f 
198.020f 
197.543f 
196.547f 

.554f 

.120f 

182.800f 
182.60lf 

0.00 
1.50 
2.98 

46.35 
43.96 
42.60 
40.67 
38.77 
36.89 
35.05 

. 31 

.16 

.96 

123.88 
126. 
129. 
129. 
128.67 

132.13 
134.39 
136.78 
140.11 
141.18 
142.76 
144.54 
149.82 

0.86 
12.49 
12.49 

.44 

.06 
46.88 
56.70 
67.37 
78 . 
89. 
90.42 
90.42 
96.30 
98.68 

101. 82 
107.11 
113.01 
113.01 
117.69 
120.45 
122.98 
128.27 

.24 
144.32 
144.32 
146.69 

.91 

.13 

.36 
166.88 
169.72 
174. 

.99 

SHEAR MOMENT 
---MT'----MMT-M. 

0.0 0.0 
-0.9 0.2 

6.8 -2.8 
6.8 -2.8 

-52.1 .9 
-64.6 .5 
-63.9 .3 
-40.3 .3 

6.5 409.9 
79.1 .2 

.1 97.4 
175.7 83.4 
175.7 83.4 

.3 -76.5 

.6 -132.9 
117.2 -207.3 

.7 -311.3 
66.0 -399.0 
66.0 -399.0 
50.8 -450.5 
42.7 -474.8 

.9 -495.1 
42.5 .1 

.5 -630.0 

.2 -716.7 
69.2 -716.7 
78.2 -757.9 
96.0 .7 

115.6 -950.1 
137.2 -1,076.2 
185.3 -1,396.7 
216.3 -1,621.9 
272.5 077.7 
331.9 -2, .2 
337.7 -2, .9 
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08:58:51 Naval 3 
GHS 7.14 H.V. "DECURION" 

CONDITION 3 - CARGO REDUCED IN HOLDS 1 & 7, DUE TO BLOCK LOCATIONS 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 
M 

181.120f 183. .2 219.6 
180.608f 149.72 183.97 400.0 420.1 
179.120f 149. 186.09 452.5 -4,054.4 

.120f 154.81 186.09 452.5 -4, .5 
177. nOf 154. 188.08 497.6 -4,719.5 

.620f 156.67 188.22 500.7 -4,769.4 
177.620f 224.17 188.22 500.7 -4, .5 

225.10 .77 369.8 -6,4 .9 
225.05 .01 238.6 .3 
225.10 197.87 206.0 .8 
224.63 .20 58.6 .3 

.200f 224.52 .21 25.1 -8, .8 
161.100f 226.82 22.5 -8,860.2 
160. .24 9.9 .4 
157. 231. 34 -87.8 -8,749.5 
153. nOf 230.13 199. -213.7 -8, .9 

• nOf • 77 199 • -213.7 -8,145.9 
152.140f 235.30 199.30 -270.9 -7,763.3 
149. nOf 234.58 199. -357.1 -7,003.5 
144.860f 233.13 199.38 -524.8 -4,858.5 
143. 232.74 199.39 .4 -4,148.1 
139.600f .56 199.44 -698.1 -1,639.9 
139.600f 234.96 199.44 .1 -1,639.9 
134.980f 2 .05 199.48 -860.0 1,959.8 
130.520f .16 199. -1, .1 135.0 
129. nOf 199. -1, 1.8 6,956.2 
129. nOf 54.80 -1,041. 8 6,956.2 
128.120f 54.81 -1, .3 8,664.1 
128.120f 54.81 -1,093.3 8,664.2 
126.400f 54.81 -1,142.0 10,586.2 

.000f 54.81 -1,181.4 12,212.3 

.000f 54.81 -1, .5 18,467.0 
117.820f 82.14 54.81 -1,380.2 21,410.2 
115.000f 82. 54.81 -1, .7 ,410.9 
109.240f 82. 54.81 618.0 34,266.2 
105.000f 83. 170.42 654.7 41,349.3 
100.000f 83.74 170.48 -1, .0 48,534.0 

96.400f 84.06 170.51 -908.3 , .7 
96.400f 79.05 170. -908.3 52,363.7 

.000f 79. 170.53 -780.4 545.4 

.080f 79.97 .56 .0 ,435.6 
80.42 170.58 -327.1 310.8 
82. 170.65 341.6 247.5 
85.82 .66 409.6 946.8 

224.74 200.03 409.6 946.8 
224.93 .94 369.8 322.9 

next 
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08:58:51 Naval Architects 4 
7.14 H.V. "DBCtJRION" 

CONDITION 3 - CARGO REDUCED IN HOLDS 1 & 7, DUE TO BLOCK LOCATIONS 

SHEAR MOMENT 

199.94 .8 .9 
199.80 .0 496.8 
198.99 .2 661.5 

.56 198.99 .2 661.5 
216.35 197.59 .1 588.4 
216.82 195.58 .4 52,138.2 
218.64 192.83 .3 51,925.3 
218.79 187.99 .5 52,185.2 
105.37 187.99 .5 185.2 
106.43 186.05 6.3 52,277.9 
101.23 186. 6.3 52,277.9 
102.90 182.07 . 0 51,905.0 

97.07 .07 246.0 51,905.0 
93.55 .81 578.1 50,241. 3 
91.87 .69 846.4 47,770.6 
87.86 1,202.4 42,501.4 
84.71 1, .1 38,778.4 
82.89 1,426.8 37, .5 
79.11 1,537.2 34, .7 
76.90 1,599.5 32, .3 

122.09 1,599.5 32,883.2 
117.27 1,608.9 30, .8 

74.42 1,608.9 30, .6 
129.60 1,608.9 30, .6 

116.04 1,596.8 27,670.5 
116.04 1,596.8 27,670.4 
112.95 1,585.7 26, .6 
109.21 1,574.1 .3 
109.21 1,574.1 , .2 
101. 72 1,552.0 22,631. 7 
101.72 1, .0 .6 
97.98 1, .0 .7 
97.98 1, .0 ,406.6 
90.49 .3 061.0 
90.49 .3 060.9 
75.51 .2 14,791. 9 
67.63 .7 ,733.3 

36.85* 67.63 .9 , .3 
118.97 60.85 .5 11,151.9 
115.16 60.85 .5 11,151. 8 
111. 94 57.18 981. 9 10,348.7 
115.05 57.18 981.9 10,348.7 
111.58 .5 9,581.6 
73.40 .5 9,581.5 
70.24 919.4 8,839.4 
87.74 919.4 8,839.4 
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7. ANNEXURE A 

00-02-14 08:58:51 Triton Naval Architects Page 5 
GHS 1.14 M. V. "D1!:CURlOO" 

CONDITION 3 - CARGO REDUCED IN HOLDS 1 & 1, DUE TO BLOCK LOCATIONS 

LOCATION WEIGHT BUOYANCY SHEAR MOMENT 
M. MT/M. fIT/M. MT MT-M. 

15.320f 82.63 46.18 889.1 8,115.1 
15.320f 15.12 46.18 889.6 8,115.6 
13.120f 65.69 38.85 845.0 6,128.0 
12. nOt 60.91 35.28 824.0 6,060.2 
12.920f 91.04 35.28 824.0 6,060.1 

9.120f 13.26 20.99 641.6 3,122.1 
8.920f 66.10 11.18 601.1 3,225.6 
1.320f 51.46 11.36 525.1 2,325.0 
1.320f 19.81 11.36 525.1 2,324.9 
1.320f 90.16 11.36 525.1 2,324.9 
4.295f 61.36 0.00 303.1 1,080.9 
3.660f 62.65 261. 9 901.5 
3.660f 31.04 261. 9 901.5 
1.830f 34.19 196.1 482.3 
1.830f 50.32 196.1 482.3 
0.610a 45.58 19.1 146.9 
0.610a 24.21 19.1 146.9 
4.500a 16.71 -0.0 0.6 
4.500a 0.00 

* Point weight in METRIC Tm~ 
SUM MAR Y 

Largest Shear: -1,711.4 MT at 105. nOt 
Largest Bending Moment: 56,540 MT-M. at 83.500f (Hogging) 
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7, ANNEXURE A 

OO~O2-14 08;58:51 Pa9~ 6 

'" 7 .14 !I. V. ""DECURION"" 
CONDITION 3 CARGO REDUCED " HOLDS I , 7, DOE TO BLOCK LOCATiONS 
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7 ANNEXURE B 

CHAPTER 7 " ANNEXURE B 

DRAWING OF THE PROPOSfD ARRANGEMENT OF DOCKING BLOCKS 
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CHAPTERS 
DIAMOND MINING SHIP· ANALYSIS AND RETROm SOU.mON 

OR IM.V. "DGB" 

INVESTIGATION INTO THE CAUSE OF CRACKING OF THE HUU GIRDER. AND 
BUCKLING OF TRANSVERSE BULKHEADS. AND THE PROPOSAL OF 

SOLUTIONS. 

This case study reports on an investigation, into thecmcld'lQ of the ship's structure and buckling of 
main transverse bulkheads. 

The study first investigates the causes, with the aid of finite element analysis and onboard hull stress 
monitoring methods. Solutions are then proposed, with the aid of structural draWings, prepared by 
Triton Naval Architects, which were submitted to the controlling classification society for approval, 
and then implemented as a retrofit. After the completion of the retrofit, a further session of "in-port" 
and "operational" stress monitoring was undertaken, to quantify the success of the exems:e. 

8.1 

1998, Christo Smit of Triton Naval Architects 
aIl~ged Cfa,ckirlg of the ship structure in way of the tank top of No.8 Stbd 
Wash Water Tanks, on Frame 91 and 110. During this InSIJedlon 
Significant buckling of the transverse bulkheads at Frames 91 110, IXmNeE!n 
tanktop tweendeck level, and also between tweendeck and maindeck level. 

bulkheads are the main transverse bulkheads on either side of the 
moonpooL The longitudinal bulkheads at 6.286m outboard running from the 
transverse bulkheads at frame 91 to 110 where also buckled to a lesser extent, 
between the tweendeck the main deck. The outcome of this inspection was 
described in detail in his "Structural Inspection Report for M.V. Grand 
Banks" - TNA 796, dated June 1998. [10] 

8.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OF CAUSES 

The buckling of the trallSV4!r5e buBmec!lds, were ascribed to the possible high 
transferal of loads from (running off the comers of 
the moonpool) and girders, into the respective 
bulkheads, at frame could also possibly 
be ascribed to high the drill tower base legs 
into the ship structure, as main deck on Frame 
91 and 110. 

M. V. "OOB" is an alias given to the actual ditImond. wsseJ, considered in this case study, due to the owners 
requesting that the company name and vessel name not speclficaIly be mentioned. 

8 1 
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which would come about due to the dyrlamlic 
the manner in which the bulkheads were buckiin,g, 

isotropiic blLlckling between vertical stiffeners, as a result of high 

A likely cause was identified as; 
'" possible global bending moments as a result of inadequate 

section modulus for the static, and dynamic (wave and drill/mooring) 
induced loads. 

In other words the entire vessel in the midships region would be Hexing too much, 
due to wave and drilling induced loads. This was initially seen as a less likely cause, 
as the transverse bulkheads would have been less affected, unless the vessels was 
also twisting excessively. 

The drill floor structure (which is 
overall neutral axis of the hull girder) 
hull girder, and in so doing, would 
the drill tower base legs into 

With the most likely cause initially 
transferred from the drill 
a finite element analysis of 
structure. 

stnldtlre, at a significant offset from the 
any global bending of the 

being transmitted through 
of the affected bulkheads. 

ideiltiti4iKi as the effect of loads being 
stnld:llre, it was proposed to perform 

.,.,...." ..... including the drill floor 

Ch. 8Pg. 2 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP. ANAL VSiS & RETROAT SOumON . CASE STUDY 

8.2 FINITE ELEMENT ANALySIS TO DETERMINE THE EfFECT OF LOADS 
I 

With the first UU$<:' being idl'nlifled as Ihe more likely, a finite element analysis was under 
taken by Triton Naval ArchitedS, In order to endeavour 10 establish the m1!gnitude and 
effect of the forces Ihat were 
being trnnsmiUed from Ihe 
driU floor .... nd drill tower 
through the drill lower base 
into tht1 ship$ structure, 
particularly In way of 
bulkheads at frame 91 and 
110, as 11 resul1 of Sialic 
tower loads. 

The following sedion should 
nol b<l Se<ln as a full report 
on the Finite EI"ment 
Am,,]ysls, but merely 11 
description, together with 
some sample plots. 

The model Included all 
structure from lank lOp level 
up 10 and Including main 
deck. tile moonpool, tho:
longiiudinolll bulkheads and 
sections of the drill floor 
base. 

The model was restrained 211 
tank lop level at all degree's 
of freedom. and atlhe ship"s 
edge (pori and stbd) in 
vertical plane for the declo; and 
Iweende(;k structure, and in 
The longlltJdinal plane lor the 
transverse bulkheads. 

Figure 8 .2 - IniTial FE Model ........ from Undemea!h 

Ch. 8Pg.3 
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8 DIAMOND MINING 51 UP - ANAL VSlS & RETROFlT SOUJTION - CASE STUDY 

The model WII.sloaded according to loads obtain~ from Debe1!~ Manl>(' applicable 10 the 
lower base on rrllmn 9111nd 11 0. The loads h3d ~n calculated in 1993 when the 10000<er 
\IJM designed &ad references 01 v,'hal Ihe various forces .... 'ere refemng to. WM not enltre/y 
clear. but addillonal load cases were als.o <'lnalysed lor Ihe travelling gear plus ,w.'er ma5S 
being $Ubje<:led to a rrallsverse acceleration of 2 g·s. /1...:1 II verticlll i'ICC ....... r.otion of Ig 

As can be seen in the sample stress plots lInached. nOnl! of ,hese load caSl!'S indicated 
slgn,fOCllm Io~ing 01 rht bulkheiOds. aJthough very local hig~ Slres5 areas were obsi!rwd 
In rhl/' immedlllll! vicinity of the lower legs 

Figure 8 .3 - R..sIr/Ioin"l "",rke<l in R<'d. T nI>r>gl ... ",-" rigid re>t",,"ts. 
",hk ~ .... " limited ",","'''''S. Applied Nod..! Forces DTe m .... ked 
in Ydcw Distributed loads lire no! .00...'0. but D,e "pplled 

eh. 8 Pg. 4 
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, DIAMOND MINING SlIIP· ANALYSIS & RETROFITSOUInON· CASE STUDY 

Figure 8 .4 • V"" MIS<!5 Shesoa under r ..... combuwd Oo.>boeer.; M"""" I..o/Ido lbo!ll 
b..ID<h<><Kl. ~ ",",ullill\eQl1Sly, lind bolt. dir«\ion.1oMI1d Jimult~) 

V .. " Mtau 

Ct..8Pg.5 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & REIROAT SOwnON - CASE STUDY 

8.3 GLOBAL LONGmJDINAL HUll STRENGTH CALCULATION 

It was then decided to look at the global bending of the vessel, and possibly apply the 
calculated global bending moments to the model (or an extended model) to establish the 
effects of the fairly stiff drill floor structure resisting global ending, and global torsion. This 
extension of the model would involve significant additional modelling in terms of extending 
the existing model well beyond the bulkheads in question, and the entire drill floor structure 
would also have to be modelled in order to predict the torsional resistance that such a 
structure would offer. A traditional longitudinal bending moment calculation would have 
to be undertaken, whereby the buoyancy distribution vs the weight distribution is integrated 
along the ships length to give the shear force and again integrated to give the bending 
moments along the length of the vessel. In order to perform a traditional bending moment 
calculation, the lightship weight distribution would have to be established or obtained, as 
wen as the section modulus along the length of the vessel, or at least in the midship region, 
(if one was to ignore the stresses in other areas). 

The section modulus at the midship region could easily be calculated from the available 
structural drawings, but the lightship weight distribution was not readily available. 

In 1993 a detailed longitudinal strength calculation was calculated for the sister ship. In that 
calculation it was established that the bottom structure in way of the No.7 Port and Stbd 
Tanks had to be reinforced through additional longitudinal girders, which were 
subsequently installed on both vessels, running from Frame 76 to Frame 126. In view of 
that calculation and the remedial steps that were taken, it was decided that to repeat the 
exercise was fruitless, especially without a reasonably accurate lightship weight distribution. 

8.4 PROPOSED MEASURES TO COUNTER THE EfFECTS OF THE DAMAGE 

Without having any conclusive evidence as to the cause of the failing structure, only the 
effect could be addressed and not the cause. Measures to address the effect would include 
adding stringers to all the affected bulkheads, thus reducing their vertical span, thus 
significantly improving their isotropic buckling characteristics. In way of the cracking that 
was taking place at the interface between the longitudinal deep girder at tank top level, 
coming off the comers of the moonpool, large softnose brackets on either side of the 
bulkheads at frame 91 and 110 were proposed. These brackets would more effectively 
transmit any loads in the longitudinal girder in way of the moonpool region, back into the 
double bottom structure beyond the region between Frame 91 and 110, without loading 
the transverse bulkheads excessively. 

It was however decided that treating the effect without establishing the cause was an 
unacceptable approach. 

Ch. 8 Pg. 6 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & REIROm SOllmON - CASE STUDY 

8.5 PROPOSED HULL STRESS MONrrORING 

It was then by Naval Architects to install a hull stress monitoring devise, 
so as to establish not only the measurable stresses in the applicable structure, but also to 
link these stresses with operational conditions, ie mining operations, wave and wind 
conditions, and winch operations. With such information the cause of the failing 
structure could be more accurately determined, and efficient and effective countermeasures 
could 

It was proposed Naval Architects, together with of 
Pretoria, undertake a to install and monitor the stresses areas for a 
period of time, which should all conditions of weather and operations. It 
would possibly be even more if hull stress monitoring equipment were installed 
on both sister vessels so as to combined data. Areas identified for stress 
monitoring would typically be on bulkheads, the drill tower base leg structure, 
the underdeck girders where access!ible 

Strain gauges along with the electronic monitoring and recording equipment 
would be installed onboard the A procedure for the recording of weather, wind, 
estimated wave conditions and mining operation conditions, as well as the ""curr,ent 
loading conditions" of the ship, would have to be drawn up. The current loading COlldi1~OflS 
could merely be extracted from the onboard stability program recently installed ontKlalra 
both An electronic log book system, or spreadsheet, could be established t"" .. thD 

reoording of weather and mining conditions. electronic hull stress 
eq11iplllelilt would record strain on a time basis. would later be pro,cessed 
into applicable stress data. 

2 

3 The "current loading condition" or m ... "n ..... Nt. to the nwmer in which the ship is loaded at any given time. 
For example, the sIatus of the tanks location of aD other weight items not assoclalEd 
with the vessels own weight 

Ch. 8 7 
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8. DIA."'10ND MINING SHIP I\NAl YSiS & IU:TROFIT SOLUTlo,'1 CASE STIJDY 

8.5_ 1 PROPOSED POSITIONS OF STRESS MONITORING 

It was ini!ially propos.ed !o measure slre5Se§ a! locations as depicted on lhe 
following two figun'$_ Some of these locations. ma,ked with the k!tter Y. would nol 
be po5§lble due to them being Inside f\Ji'llank5. 

• 
• 

-.-----......... - . 

-_ ... -... _--
• 

• 

..._-----::-- , 
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&REIROAT 

Once onboard sea, the locations for attaching strain gauges was re-assessed 
and finalized according to practical cc)nsildelatic)ns. 

8.6.1 

Location of Gou.ges: 
9 channels of strain gauges were locclted on the Bulkhead of Frame 91 between the 
tweendeck and tanktop. 
4 Channels were located on the Bullkhli!ad of between the Tweendeck 
and Maindeck. 

As these bulkheads were already buckled or tripped, it was not envisaged to obtain 
good stress deflections on bulkheads. vertical stiffeners of these 
bulkheads were not bent! buckled or tripped, integrity of these 
bulkheads from the position of being to from 
liquids in should not be adversely attE~cted. 

before, the buckling of these were most 
symptoms of a wider problem, and less likely a local problem. are 
not expected to have strength in the direction in which they The 

they buckled, gave the indication that forces had been imposed on them 
in a direction. The bulkheads can withstand forces two directions, 
nanlely limited vertical loading, and pressure loading to the 
bulkheads. 

The buckling of the bulkheads indicated (in all likelihood) a couple type 
between the drill floor legs, where they extend below main deck. In other words, 
the of one leg pushing down harder than the other leg, or one leg pushing 
down while the other is pulling up. This effect could be caused by inertia effects 
of the drill tower and all associated equipment, when the vessel rolls, and lor the 
actual twisting of the ship as a global member (beam), 

The web and flanges of the drill extend through to the tank top leveL to 
the ship's bottom sheD. If one had loading as described, there would 
be shear forces in the bulkhead between legs. The solution to this problem, 
would be to "unload" the bulkheads. A closed loop structure would have to be 
created, which would be in transmitting torsional loads. A dramatic 
simplification of this concept is to compare a pipe used as a torsional shaft, and 
then to cut the bottom section out of the an inverted U shaped cross 
section, and then to apply the same torsional load. The torsional strengths of the 
two are not even in the sante order. One could then place a rib, or two ribs at a 
central location in the pipe to simulate the bulkheads. If one had to apply 
the torsional load to the pipe, the two ribs (torsional bulkheads) would buckle, 
whilst the torsional stiffness of the pipe would still be nowhere near the original 
strength. 

Ch.8 9 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & REIROm SOumON - CASE STUDY 

One can argue at this point that the ship is a dosed loop structure, ie bottom sides 
and deck, which is fairly effective at resisting torsion. While that is certainly true, it 
is counter argued that if the torsional loading is being transmitted through the drill 
floor legs, the torsional flow from one leg to the other (ie to dose the loop) is not 
effective through a relatively weak, vertically stiffened bulkhead. 

In applying large fictitious transverse loads to the drill floor, the finite element model 
shows high stresses in the bulkheads immediately inboard of the drill floor legs. This 
confirms to a certain extent, what has just been discussed. 

It is further maintained that a drill floor structure, with legs that extend down and 
through the ship's structure, in line with the ship's side, would be more effective, 
than the configuration of the ship under consideration. Had the legs tied in directly 
with the side shell, torsional loads could be effectively transmitted through the side 
shell and transverse stiffening, (which is a strong structure, acting in the correct 
direction), around the bilge, across the bottom structure, around the other side bilge 
up the ship side and back into the far side drill floor leg. 

A proposed solution was to incorporate structure, either at maindeck, tweendeck 
or tanktop level, which would "dose" the torsional loop, and at the same time 
"unload" the bulkheads in question. 

The existing bulkheads (being buckled in places), would require local stiffening in 
way of 4stringers, which would tie the vertical stiffeners together. It was not 
envisaged to replace any bulkhead plating. 

It was initially envisaged to mirror the actual response of the structure, as measured 
by the strain gauges and accelerometers, against the response obtained from Finite 
Element Analysis. 

It must however be mentioned that the vessel was not rolling Significantly at the 
time the data was recorded, due to the prevailing weather at the time, thus the 
inertia effects of the drill tower and associated equipment, could not be determined 
with any degree of accuracy. Longer term data acquisition would be necessary to 
track all conditions of operation and weather. 

8.6.2 Longitudinal Strength 

4 

The original objective had been to ascertain only drill floor related stresses and 
effects on the ship structure, but with a channel or two spare, a strain gauge was 
placed on the maindeck, in the region of midships, to determine the strain 
deflections, due to wave loads and other influences. Whilst being present onboard, 
it was quite dear that the recordings from this gauge were perfectly in phase with 
the prevailing swell, and the vertical accelerations being recorded midships. 

Stringers me horizontal deep stiffeners, longitudinal or transverse, designed to reduce the effective span of the 
smaller. but closer spaced vertical stiffening. 

Ch. 8 Pg. 10 
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The primary mode of a as this, is a global failure through 
midships, ie through the moonpool. was confirmed by the failure of a 
vessel in the 1910's when during a severe storm. In 
transversely framed, with basically no signIficant longitudinal structure other 

longitudinal bulkheads, the likelihood of this mode of failure is further 
exaggerated over a longitudinally framed v ..... """ •• 

Due to the questionable longitudinal strength of these vessels, additional 
longitudinal girders have already been placed bottom outboard of the 
longitudinal bulkheads, during a previous reb'lolit. 

Re400niin!;tS from the deck strain gauge, recorded accelerations, 
an indication of the longitudinal of the vessel. It must 

that if longitudinal failure was likely, the longitudinal bulkheads in way of 
mo'onlpQ()I. should have shown signs of buckling or tripping, although this would 

syn'lpt()m, as it would require large global of the hull to cause 
deflection of the bulkheads. The same buckled deck plating, 

syrrlPtom of excessive global but it would be 
svnlptC)m. as once deck is permanently the longitudinal 

would be severely impeded, and would imminent. 

The cracking many places in the midship it is 
attached the side, although appearing to be a possibly 
due to seas coming over the portside deck (which is commonplace), could also be 
due to excessive global bending. In this case, the former more likely 
though, as there was one place where the bulwark was non continuous, and yet 
there were cracks in immediate vicinity of the non continuity. Also were 
far more cracks on the portside than the starboard side. The portside is gellenilly 
being exposed to more wave loading. A further study into the of the 
s"ulwark 6stantions, indicated and incorrect repair procedures. 
study will not be addressed this is included as a reference. [11] 

Initial indications from the recordings were that virtually all the strain deflections were 
much in phase with the wave action, indicating that the loading of the structure was more 
aff,!ctEd by the global influences, viz wave action, than the local influences, viz. mirlling 
operations. Within the clear wave period fluctuations, higher frequency mining indUCE~d 
vibrations, were clear on all drill floor structure, transverse bulkhead gauges, 
very extent on the deck gauge. 

Re4ooniin!p were also taken for specific modes of operation, namely whilst lifting the drill 

5 

6 

Bulwarks are !he section of supported plate !hat extends 
barrier. 

Ch. 8 Pg. 11 
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8.8 

bit, lowering drilling, moving to a new block, and during a blow off. 

Indications were that problem may be more global than in which case further 
stresses were found to longitudinal strE!ngthernng would have to be considered, if 

excessive. 

The original finite element model was extended, and fictitious were in order 
to ascertain their effects on certain structure. These fictitious loads would later be replaced 
by more realistic loads in order to attempt to obtain a reasonable correlation the 
stresses that were being and those predicted by finite element methods. 

8.8.1 

Text book methods, more spelcifically those proposed by Hughes [1], are as 
follows: 

Start with a global, but model of the entire hulL 
should only include the global struduJ'e, ie all shell plating bottom plating, 
plating, bulkheads, double bottom if but exclude all 

The self weight of this structure would lightship weight 
distribution. Additional local loading, or may be necessary to 
adjust/add to the self weight, in order to aCCOUlrtt of lightship items not 
considered in the model, such as the superstructure, machinery etc. 

Ad(iitk:Jmalloading in way of fluid or cargo loads must be applied to the model in 
the applicable locations and on the applicable structure, either by means of nodal 
forces, or element pressures, in a way which would simulate actual loading 
of the 

The hydrostatic pressure distribution of the surrounding water, must be applied to 
the outside shell of model in such a way so as to take account the current 
draft and trim of for the loading condition in consideration. 

In an ideal situ.aticm 
according to 

model of the vessel, once analysed, would then .......... "'1'1'" 

or sag produced by a loading combination as apJ)lieIQ. 

The theory then the responses of this analysis, in the form of 
bending moments and/or are then applied to a detailed "module" 
model, which only area in question. In this case the "module" 
model would be similar to incorporating the moonpool 
area, drill floor structure and stnlcb.lre. It would extend far enough 
beyond the area of immediate col1lcern, as the global structure 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & REIROm SOLUTION - CASE STUDY 

will result in some exaggerated local distortion in the immediate area of application. 
Such a model would include all principle structure and local stiffening to best 
simulate the actual structure. It would generally exclude secondary structure, like 
minor brackets etc. These can be modelled individually should a particular area 
show up problems. 

The "module" model would then, in an ideal situation, give a good representation 
of the stresses experienced by the structure in that area. 

Shortcoming in this Approach 

Shortcomings to this approach, as experienced first hand, are the following: 

Modelling and loading of the global model generally do not pose problems, 
although the loading can be arduous. Unless the Finite Bement program provides 
otherwise, the pressure loading for the outer shell, has to be pre-computed 
according to each element's individual water depth for a known draft and trim of 
the ship, and applied individually element by element If the program provides for 
a run file input, a simple program can be written to calculate applicable pressures 
relative to the mean of the nodal coordinates for each submerged element. These 
pressures can then be inputted into the FE program via a run fIle. The same 
method of applying hydrostatic pressures would have to be applied to all tanks or 
holds that contain liqUids. 

Once analysed the combined vertical reaction force should equal the combined 
weight of the model and applied loads (cargo, tank and other), for the vessel to be 
in equilibrium. 

One real shortcoming, is that without the detailed stiffening, the shell plate alone 
cannot withstand the loading. One finds exaggerated local displacements, due to 
hydrostatic pressures, applied loading and even self weight. Although one is 
generally looking at the overall bending of the global structure these local 
deformities obstruct and lor overshadow the global deflections. One way to 
overcome this is to artificially adjust plate thicknesses, material densities and 
modulus of elasticity, as one is looking for nodal forces as input into the "module" 
model, and not so much interested in the stress result of the global model. 

Shortcoming in the transfer of Loads between the Global Model and the Module 
Model. 

The second shortcoming occurs in the process of transferring the results from the 
global model to be used as input on the "module" model. 

The output of the global model will generally be a combination of nodal forces and 
nodal moments. 

Generally the module model will have extents that correspond to specifiC locations 
on the global model, such as transverse bulkheads. The idea being to obtain nodal 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & RElROAT SOwnON - CASE STUDY 

forces and/or moments at those locations and apply them to the "module" model 
at its extents, which in terms of the ship's coordinates, are at the same position. In 
order to successfully perform this transferal, the nodal positions of the two models 
must be identical. If they are identical it means (in all likelihood) that the global 
model has the same mesh density as the module model, which goes a long way to 
defeating the purpose of the global model. The locations of the nodes on the 
"module" model would generally be dictated by the locations of the stiffeners. ie 
in the longitudinal direction, nodes would always fall on the frames, as they would 
in the transverse direction, so that any longitudinal stiffeners or girders 
automatically tie in with the general mesh pattern. If the transferal of loads from the 
global model to the module model is to be successful, the global model should have 
a similar mesh pattern. In my opinion, this together with the lack of stiffeners of the 
un-stiffened global model as described above, negates the necessity for global 
model. The "module" model should be modeled in sufficient detail to accurately 
portray the response of the structure concerned, and it should extend as far beyond 
the immediate area of concern, as is necessary to transfer the applicable loads to 
that area, without causing excessive local deformation in that area due to the 
application of loads. 

A more efficient method of determining global bending moments and shear forces 
for a ship structure is using a dedicated hydrostatic program, which by the nature 
of its use, balances the vessel in equilibrium between the buoyancy forces and 
weight forces. It also calculated weight distributions of filled or partially filled tanks, 
also taking heel and trim into account. Thus it can be used as output to a simple 
beam theory type of solution of bending moments and shear forces along the 
length of the ship. This data can then be used an input into the module model at 
its extents. Strictly speaking the module model, should still be loaded according to 
buoyancy forces and distributed weight forces between those extents, but at least 
the boundary conditions would have been established, and in a more efficient 
manner than using a global model as described. 

One drawback of this approach, is that one still experiences exaggerated distortions 
and high stresses at the boundaries at which the loads are being applied, as one is 
applying high nodal forces or bending moments to a discontinuous structure, 
whereas in reality that structure is continuos, and although experiencing the same 
loads, it relies on the continuity of the structure in being able to handle those loads 
without exaggerated distortion. 

In summary it must be said that correlating the response of the FE model to the stresses 
recorded by the strain gauges met with limited success, certainly with not enough accuracy 
to make any predictions using the FE results. 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & RETROAT SOLUTION - CASE STUDY 

8.9 RECORDED STRESS DATA 

The instrumentation for strain gauging and measuring of accelerations were performed 
onboard the vessel, whilst at sea, by LGI, under our supervision. 

A total of 33 strain gauge channels and 8 accelerometers were installed, with 24 channels 
being measured at anyone time. 

8.9.1 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

Measurements were performed for various operational conditions. The signal 
conditioning of the data was performed by four Spider 8 amplifiers coupled to a 
PC. The data was recorded with a sampling frequency of 300Hz for typical samples 
of 40 seconds. A 40 second sample proved to be sufficiently long to incorporate at 
least 2 full wave periods, which were typically in the order of 13 seconds. 

The first readings were performed to obtain information regarding the effect on the 
bulkheads when No.7 Water Ballast Tanks were empty. Thus a reference reading 
was obtained for No.7 Water Ballast Tank empty, and later compared with those 
read when the No.7 Water Ballast Tanks were refilled (See Figure A.2. - Annexure 
A). The objective of this exercise being to determine the effect of the hydrostatic 
pressure of the fluid within the tank. A secondary spinoff of this comparison, came 
about once it became apparent from the deck gauge that the longitudinal strength 
may be more of a problem, as the difference in deck stress between empty No 7 
Water Ballast Tanks and full No7 Water Ballast tanks proved to be significant. (See 
Figure A 1. - Annexure A). 

8.9.2 MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

7 

As there is no absolute zero reference, all stresses, with the exception of those 
described above w.r.t. the filling and emptying of the No.7 Water Ballast Tanks, 
were plotted with reference to their own mean. Thus only the dynamic stress 
fluctuations are depicted. 

Only specific results will be depicted in this report, which were extracted from the 
three bound volumes of 7stress plots prepared by LGI. 

Due to the bulkheads on Frames 91 and 110 already being buckled, and thus 
considered unstable, measurements from these gauges were treated with 
circumspect. If one had to re-measure stresses on these bulkheads once they were 
repaired, valuable insight would be gained as to the cause of the original failure. 

Acceleration measurements yielded values in the order of O.OSg' s in the vertical and 
longitudinal direction, and roughly half of that in the transverse direction. The 

The stress plots illustrated in Annexure A, were extracted from the full set of graphs supplied by LGI. As this initial 
data was not available in magnetic format, and had to be copied, from copies, the quality of the graphs is 
somewhat lacking. 
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STUDY 

accelerometers were all on the drill floor. The prevailing swen was 
approximately 20 to 30 degrees off ports ide bow, resulting in vety little ron, but 
a more pronounced pitch and ""'01""'. 

Investigation of the acceleration data turlthermlore yielded small higher frequency 
fluctuations, depicting vibrations by mining plant. 

It was initially envisaged to use the acceleration .................... input into the finite element 
model, but due to the values obtained, low magnitude, it would 
have been fruitless. 

8.10.1 MOVING SHIP ON HER ANCHOR CHAINS 

Although aVErra~le bending stress fluctuations, as recorded on 
were between 30MPa in most cases, one notable reading of fluctuations in 
the order of was recorded whilst moving the ship on her anchor chains. 
(See A6 Annexure A) 

8.10.2 TANK EMPTY AND FUll. 

As can seen from A 1 ... Annexure A, The direct stress to 
Water Ballast being empty versus the same tanks being was in 

the order of SOMPa. is offset which took place between readings 01 and 
10111. For this of ballast tanks to such a marked effect on 
pointed to questionable longitudinal strength, which is also quite apparent from 
structural configuration of the which is a framed structure, with 
no longitudinal girders passing three longitudinal 
underdeck girders, run up to the comers of the moonpool. The filling 
of the No.1 Water Ballast Tanks or decreased the 
deck tension to the order of SOMPa, with what one would 
expect, ie. increased sagging or magnitude is however 
higher than one would expect. 

8.10.3 rru-_,"'il'l. DECK STRESS RECORDING 

One "freak" high deck stress reading was which took place during a 
blowoff. There are however other "blow off" recordings which did not show 
exceptionally high stress fluctuations. 

In isollatEd case, a stress fluctuation of 225MPa was recorded, which was 
initiaHy as being either a faulty recording or an error in post processing, 
as it to be in the order of 10 too high. Unfortunately only one deck gauge 
was no means of correlation was possible. 

gauges for faultiness is by correlating to 
same instant. In this case the acc:eielratilons as 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS & RETROm SOLUTION - CASE STUD~ 

recorded by eight accelerometers were much the same as those recorded for othel' 
conditions, and showed the same trends as those recorded for other conditions, 
namely the normal harmonic motion induced by the passing waves. The stressei 
recorded for this instant, namely S21A, depicted in Figure A.B. -Annexure A, does 
not show a normal harmonic trend, which although hard to explain, is possible, as 
the bending stresses in the deck are not all directly related to accelerations, but are 
also influenced by buoyancy distributions, weight distributions, and any other force 
influences. The only way to conclusively correlate this stress recording would have 
been via a second deck gauge. It was then decided that for all future recording;. 
gauges would be arranged in pairs. 

The data recorded by the deck gauge, both before and after this event, gave 
normal results, thus also giving reason to believe that the gauge was not faulty a: 
anytime. 

8.10.4 GENERAL BENDING STRESS RECORDINGS 

General bending stress recordings due to drill action, namely lifting and lowerins 
the drill bit, and actual drilling, had very little influence on the bending stresses 
recorded by the deck gauge, as can be seen by the domination of the wave (sea 
swell) influence on the stress plots. See Figure A.S. - Annexure A. 

8.10.5 STRESS DATA RECORDED ON THE DRILL TOWER 

General drill tower stress fluctuations were recorded to be in the order of 0.5 to 
2MPa, with some isolated instances of higher values up to 7 to 8 MPa. The driJl 
tower stress fluctuations, unlike the deck gauge stresses, are directly related to the 
dynamiC effect, or accelerations experienced by the structure in the particular 
direction of the gauge. In view of vertical accelerations (or heave accelerations) 
averaging O.OSg's, one can immediately establish that the dynamiC effect being 
recorded is a very small component of the static load (which is unknown), and it 
would be imprudent to extrapolate (across the board) the dynamic effect back to 
the static load, using the small accelerations recorded. What could be established 
however was that the drill tower (in the conditions recorded) was probably not 
Significantly stressing the hun structure, much in accedence of its static load. 

8.11 STRUcruRAL MODIFICATIONS 

A proposal was then drawn up by Triton Naval Architects, for the design and drawing of 
additional structure which would strengthen the vessel in a manner adequate to overcome 
the shortcomings identified in the stress monitoring exercise. 

8.11.1 LONGITUDINAL BEAMS 

In order to overcome the requirement for additional longitudinal strength in way of 
the deck structure, additional deep girders were proposed. By tying these girders 
in with the existing drill floor legs, ie. between Fr 91 and 110, and utilizing the same 
offset from centerline, namely 24', as do the web plates of the drill floor legs, this 
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would lend itwIf to rhe itdded itdvolI"t<Iqe of CTel.'lting " strong -dosed loop~ 
structu re, between the new girder al 
uOOen:led level the vertical fwd and aft drill 
floor legs, and tile horizontal drill IIoor 
longitudinal side beam. 

The ptOpowd beam wQUId extend weU 
be~nd the midship Area , by a similar 
disrllnce on either side. II would thus run 
from FnlIfIe 75 to 125. with tile midship 
region being from Frame 91 1o 110. The 
girders would hlllle dimension' of 
12OOx16mm Web. and a 400x25mm flange. 
The n"nge 01 these girders would tie in 
exactly with lin existing 32mm flange plate 
which Is 1200mm beJowdeck level. The web 
01 the girdetS WO\.IId obviously lie in wilh the 
20mm web of the drill floor I~, 

AI 1M eldremts. the girder wouJd tllper off IoIgniflCa"IIv. ie :;hort of the exlreme 
bulkheads. tllen extend up to rile boJlkhelld and be bracketed on !he far side. See 
Dr8wl"9 TNA 945102 

8.11 .2 TRANSVEBSESlBUOUBE 

• 

Although rhe stress HucfUlltions as reco<ded on the dnD floor iI!gs were very low, as 
wm! the remrdlngs on the bulkheads. it musI be noted thaI due 10 the head~ of 
lhe moored vessel. together wiIh the prewUing weather, the vessel had no no~ble 
roll during the time Ihe recordi'9 were tollken. The vertical and IongnudiMf 
acuIenoIlOllS as ml!llSl,lred on the drlllloor were in the order of 0,01 10 OJ15g's or 
0.1 to O.snvsl, while II" h'anSVe1W bCCelerallom wen!' typic.aJIy ~ !twon t.all 01 ... " 
The buddingol the bulkt.eads at !name 91 and fmme 110 slilllowevl!1' indicate an 
inplane Mlear resultmg from the drill floor being sub;ecled to a signirlalnl tr.msveBe 
momeru. as woukl be expected at higher oIIngIes 01 roll OT a t.igh degree of "twist" 
In the IluD 5lJUCtUfe due to global t.uII responses. We were still of the opinion INu 
the -Iofslonalloop" of tha $hUCIUre shoukl be dosed. 10 oounter tt.e died of suet. 
loading. 

Due to me nolIlure of rt.e struClure oIIt tank top level. Ie . the ' split level between 

n.. __ ..... _....r...-"' ... koZ ' ... """'-1, ... _"'""""'_ ..... _ ... ......... 
-. ....... _1IodI),"- ... W''''''''''. _ 01 ... ~ Itoc.N ""....r Iwd 01 ... No 7 
_ oonk), ........ __ ""'_"'_~-. 
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inboard and outboard of tile 1000gitudinai bulkhead, It was decided 10 Ioc;,te Ihe 
bridging structure ill tweendeck level. II would also be more effective al this level, 
as the apPI.cabie forces dissipate willi distance from main deck. thus the IoWi!T 
down the structur<.', the less effective 11 would be. 

The modification would involve. cultil'lg oUllhe bulkhead plale on frames 91 and 
110 from tweendeck level 10 1200rnrn above Iwffndecll, and from tile eJ<isting 
porlside 2" Thick, vertical bar flange stiffener to the same on IN> starboard side 
These two 2" thick vertical bar sliffenen; aTe the f1ar'lges of the tr/Hlwerse sectIon 
01 the drill floo r legs, where they continue below maill deck, down though tile 
!weendeck and tllOktOp, culminal!ng on the bottom sheD. 

A new 1200 x 16mm wli'b plate with a 250 x 25mm flange would replace this 
section of bulkhead plating, but would be rad iused up 10 the vertical bar sliffel"len;, 
at the two e:dre!lle$, to effectively form two large softnose brllCkets. The existlng 
vel1ical bulkhead 51iffenerswould then beOlI off al nange level ar>d would run onto 
the roew f1aJ>gt'_ See Dr(lwlng TNA 945103 in Annexure C. 

It was noliC(!d on Ihe 5ister ship. that the stiffener brilCkel5 immediately under 
tweende.:k (In the tTllnsverse bulkheads in the No.7 Waler Ballasl Tank were me.ely 
small reda~gular plates welded between the web 01 the angle stiffener. where it 
slops sholl (If the dedi.. and the deck abow. and were severely corroded. This in 
oonlTllst to [he bTllcke" localed Imnwdialely abow the tweendeck in lhe central 
storOl. which were nonnal triangular stiffeners with bent OVOlr flanges. It WM Ihen 
suggestw on that vessel. tMltlle brnckels below the Iwe.mdeck (in the lank) sllould 
00 replaced wilh matching brackets 1(1 th(lse abow. This was again proposed 1m 
the this vessel. especially in light (lIthe new proposed bridging structure iIIi depicted 
in rhe drawing. 

As the bulkheads on FTlIme 91 and Fr.une 110 were buckkd in places, it was a.lso 
proposed Ie lnstaU one transverse sbinger, to be located midway between tank top 
and twOlendeck, 10 suppol1 the bucklw plate. Such a sninger would typicaUy be 
250mm " 16rnm. It would have to be wide enough 10 spall lhe largest vertio;a! 
stiffener, which Willi a 2OOx10iJx2Q angle. See Drowing TNA 94Sf{l3ln Annexure 
C. 

'tlSA Dmw.ng No. 350 dep;cts details on a previous proposal lor large softnose 
brackets Itv.t were installed on this vessel (but not the sislership). The5\! brackets 
were in-line with the longitudinal bulkheads of the moonpool. where the bottom 
longitudinal ties In with bulkhea(1$ on F1(tr1lO) 91 and 110. These brackets. aJlhoJugh 
alleviating the cracking problem, tend 10 overstress Ihe bulkneads. thus il was 

DM. I~ Stoll and __ J __ ..... ,..... 01 Ttlion _ Art"'_ ...... '" "'" ~ <II ..... _. --
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proposed to mirTQT them with identical but opposite ImIckelS on rhe o ther side of 
the bulkhead. In this way the forces would be ImnsmiUoo back Into the double 
bonom structUIil. and unload the buIkheaod at that point. The following p/lologn.ph 
shows the location iIIt lanklop level, lind IIlso a tnmsver$e ~Ship'5 heeling system" 
pipe which woukl have to be accommodated by the proposed brackets. 

8.11.4 MODlElCATIQN IN WAX Of ruE WfBNQ cyyNDEB FOUNDATION 

The underdeck foundation of the luffing ev1inder of the A·Frame. was lllladled to 
the transverse bulkhead, on frame 110. The mutturl! of the foundation is IypicaIIy 
32mm pIiole, which WM attached to an l l mrn bulkhud. but wilhout additional 
brad;etingon the fankle. rhuswasdue to Qluse the bulkhnd to boc:kIe. Therepalo:' 
sorulion was \0 free lhe bulkhead of the ~. 5« Figure 8 10, below. 

Figure 8.10 
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A drawing was prepared for the modification oillle ~tructure . The underded 
foundatlon plates iue shown fa be CUI shan of 1M> ... ffeaed bulkheiOd. thus "un
loading" the bulkhead. and ahernative stiffening has been proposed. See TNA 
Drowing No. 945/01 in Annerure C. 

8.12 FABRICATION 

All works were completed in accordaoce with the drawings as proposed. MirlOT variations 
\Wre necessary in way 01 the following: 

8.12.1 HYDRAUUC DOOR AT FRAME Ito 

The por3ide longitudinal beam had to be modified toacoommodate tile hydraulic 
watertight door at hame 110. which was nOl apparent on the original drawings 
relerellCl:d. 

This significant notch or cutout in the main girder was of concern from a stress 
COflC(!nlr/ltion pOint 01 view. espeCially in light of its position. It is quite conceivable 
1113' the highest loads in the Il€W girders may occur at frames 91 and 110 and nOl 
necessarily at midspan betw«n these bulkheads. This being dl.le to the signiflcanl 
stiff structure 01 the drill floor. well above main dl'ck. significanllv ir>creasing the 
midshiP'! sedion modulus . Any bending load thatlhe drill floor structure absorbs 
would have ID be transmiltoo through lho:- drill floor legs inlO the ship si;nJcture. Pari 
of this load would be transmitled from the drill floor legs into the new girder, thus 
a stress concentration or ,,;gnifi<;ant narrowing of the bl'am at this point would be 
disadvantageous. 

Due to tooir being no other choice but to accommodate the hydraulic door. it was 
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decided that during the post retrofitting stress monitoring phase, the stresses would 
be recorded at this stress concentration and be compared those recorded at the 
same location on the starboard girder. 

8.12.2 MODIFICATION IN WAY OF TI-lE LUFFING CYUNDER FOUNDATION (STBD 
SIDE ONLY) 

Due to a large vent trunk passing though the path of the proposed new longitudinal 
bracket which would have tied the three deep transverse sections, as seen in Figure 
8.11 above, back onto the 2" flange of the drill floor leg (also visible on the 
photographs), an alternative solution had to be proposed for the starboard side. 

It was then proposed that the bulkhead attached to the existing foundation be cut 
out, and a new stiffer insert plate with an associated "table" be fabricated which 
would tie back to the 2" flange. This arrangement can be seen on Drawing TNA 
945/01 in Annexure C. 

8.12.3 RELOCATION OF THE STORES HATCH 

Not shown on any of the reference drawings, was a small stores hatch (approx 
1.2m x 1.2m) directly in line with the proposed new portside girder. This hatch was 
located directly fwd of the drill floor leg at frame 110. 

It was proposed to relocate this hatch outboard of the side girder, as it was 
imperative that the side girders remain continuous, and that they tie in directly with 
the drill floor legs, where they protrude through main deck. 

A drawing was prepared, indicating the position of the hatch, details of doubler 
plates to be removed, and to be replaced. 

The new position of the hatch would be directly in way of the walkway, thus a 
simple two step "dimb over" arrangement was proposed, whereby a person would 
step onto the hatch cover and down the other side. The hatch cover opens in the 
fwd/aft direction, and stands almost vertical when open, thus obstructs a person 
from climbing over (or into) the hatch when open. 

See Drawing TNA 945/05 in Annexure C. 

8.13 POST RETROfIT STRESS MONITORING 

A second stress monitoring exercise was undertaken, on completion of the retrofit, in order 
to correlate the effect of the additional strengthening against the situation before. 

Once again LGI were contracted for the instrumentation and data capturing. This 
information was then sent through to Triton Naval Architects for post processing, 
implementation, and reporting. 

Due to the emphasis on improving longitudinal strength, as identified from the initial stress 
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recording, the final stress measuring exercise centred around bending stresses in the deck 
and bottom structure, with no interest in the drill floor structure. 

The instrumentation would take place while the ship was still in drydock, so as to calibrate 
the gauges for a zero reference, which would be as dose to a realistic zero as is ever likely 
to occur. With the ship fully supported under her keel at very close intervals along her entire 
length, it is argued that both the deck and bottom structure would be experiencing very 
little static longitudinal bending stress. Any stresses recorded later, once the vessel is afloat, 
as referenced to a zero taken in drydock, would be very dose to the actual static stress 
experienced by the structure concerned. With this approach, actual stresses could be 
recorded, whilst during the previous stress measurement exercise, only the dynamic effects 
could be obtained, as the instrumentation was performed with the ship afloat, at sea, being 
subjected to constantly changing loads. 

Immediately after un-docking the still water bending stresses measured by all the gauges 
would be recorded, against a fixed "static" loading condition. The condition of the ship, viz 
trim and drafts and thus displacement or buoyancy distribution, and the status of all the 
tanks, fixed weights not part of the lightship, and the lightship weight would all be known 
quantities. 

It was then proposed to perform certain ballasting operations, whilst still in port, in still 
water conditions, which would result in "bending" the vessel in a sagged condition, and 
then again in a "hogged" condition. By recording stresses against known static loading 
conditions, a much more accurate conclusion of ship strength could be attained. 

8.13.1 LOCATION OF STRAIN GAUGES 

10 linear strain gauges and one (vertical) accelerometer were employed in the 
midship region of the vessel to quantify the hull bending stress scenario for different 
operating conditions. 

Gauges attached to the bottom structure 

Immersed strain gauges were attached to the bottom shell inside the No.7 Water 
Ballast Tanks. 

The No.7 Water Ballast Tanks are located around the moonpool, extending from 
frame 91 to 110, and between the bottom plating and tweendeck. The port and 
stbd tanks are separated by a centreline bulkhead. The tanks thus extend from the 
centreline to a longitudinal bulkhead located at 20' (6.096m) to port or stbd. 

The location of the gauges for the port tank described below, were mirrored for the 
starboard tank. 

One gauge was attached near the side longitudinal bulkhead, one frame from 
midships, with a second gauge at midspan between the moonpool longitudinal 
bulkhead (10' or 3.048m off centre) and the side longitudinal bulkhead of the tank. 
A third gauge was located halfway up the web of the longitudinal girder, which runs 
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rnrnpr' or 'rn", moonpool to the bulkheads 
and 110 the moonpool). This is the same location 
brackets (previously described) are located. It is also the 100!.lDoln 
been identified softnose brackets were inccl1'pc:>ra1ted. 

One gauge was locclted 
strake rounding, 
midships, thus this 
modulus, of the vessel. 

of the deck, at side, ie. just inboard of the 
mi<:Ishlips. The moonpool was located with its 

measure stresses in the region of "reduced" secttion 

A second gauge was attached to the underside of the flange of the new side girder. 
case of the portside was located on the flange of the section 

with a reduced depth, so as to concentrated stresses. The gauge 
starboard side was located at same longitudinal location as the portside 
so as to obtain a realistic between the two. 

accelerometer was located on the ceIlltrelline in the central store. 
The central store was located around the moonpool bet1weE!n tweendeck and 

maindeck, directly above the No.7 water and was used to locate 
the stress measuring equipment, amplifiers, computer 

The of heave accelerations were proposed as a means to compare the 
sea conditions experienced by the vessel during retrofit phase, and those 
measured prior to modifications. If similar heave 
encountered both periods of measurements, it could 
conditions were The heave acceleration data could also expose 
any operational bumps or shudders experienced by the as a 
result of mining, moving the ship on her chain moorings, and blow-offs. In this way 
any sudden in the stress data could be correlated to the 
accelerations recorded the same instant. 

8.14 RESULTS 

8.14.1 IN-PORT RESULTS 

The still water bending stresses recorded immediately after un-docking indicated an 
average stress offset in the of 30MPa in the deck and bottom structure, 
relative to the docked Unfortunately we were not permitted the 
opportunity to perform a as due to apparent time 
constraints for the ship to 

It was planned to fill and situated amidships, 
in to cause an increased saSIQiIllg dli:ltlection, to fill and empty the 
No.2 No.27 Water Ballast Tanks, sirulated extreme fwd and extreme 
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DIAMOND MINING S/UP - ANN.. YSlS & RETROFIT SOl.lJTlON - CASE STUDY 

afll'l!Spectively, In order to (lIuse an Incre1lSed hogging deflection. 

In lhe dilY$ thai followed, cenain events led to the crew filling and empty the No.7 
Water Ballast Tam, for OIM' realOll:5. 1Ir'ld without oor knowledge. The stras 
monitoring equipment had been set up to Tecord samph~! evcIY hour, whil5t in port, 
thl.l$ the effect of these baUasling and de-baUllsting Ilvenl$ .. 1;eA! recorded , but lhe 
exact loading was nollogged iIgilinsi time. At some lIage during Iful time. eithl!r 
one of the No.7 tanks _Ill filled. or both of 1hem flOoo, or both emptied. Ihus the 
S~$ recordw cannot be directly C(lm!Jaled to II $peed;c loading condition 
Newr-the-Iess. the peak \0 trough lIuctuations thai occurred during thi$ lime, are 
In the order of 27 10 42MPa in the C4Se of the Port Deck Gauge, and it 1$ assumed 
this corresponds to fun and emply No.7 Willer Banasl Tanks. as these IIInks were 
dellnitely fuU and empty during this lime. The No.7 Fuel Oil Tank!;, which a:re wing 
tanks outboard of lhe ballast tanks, were "Iso partially fI1Ied with ....... Ier during fhil; 
time. lKIdwog furth ... r uocertainty to th ... \'XOCt loading of the veS5E'I <;()JTl!SJIOooing 10 
the~ recordings. 

The following graph was compiled by combining the peak value:-; from a numbl'r 
of 5.lImpies «!Cording during this period . 

, ., 

:L:=='/ , , 
o to :II ,,- , . , --•• • • • ,., 

Agurl! 8 .12 [n pOrt IttOrdlng laken immedilltely lifter uooocklng /'/ole the static offset 
of ~30MPII {on llveragel hwn the zero raken ...milst docked 
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8 OIAMONDMININGSHp· A/'W...YSl5& RETROFIT SOUJOON -CASE S'ruDY 

8.14.2 RESULTS RECORDED DURING SEA llMLS 

_lICw_. 
--~ ""-~ r --,--

" .•. .. -- J 
". c·! 

A' 

'" 

" 

'" • " • • ~ • • 
N 

Figure 8 .13 - T ypieaI Stress Plot rooorded during Hill trials . .... hilst 
iU'l&hored. Only the main deck and bonom gauge results iIIe 
displayed here. 

, 
y 

• .. .. -....,;......- ---':--,- ----,--, 
/"\J • >-' .... 

, .. . _ ... ., . _ ... . . 

Y ... '!" -------.,. --- ---- . .v .. 
, , . . . 

" 
-"/"\JV;V;'J" 

.,. 
• .. .. ,. ~ '" • • 

FlguTe 8 .14 • Typical stresses recorded whIlst ur.delWay during 
sea rrials. Nore the higher frequency Ouctul'llians. indicating Ihe 
whipping eHed of o ncoming waves agalrn;lllie bow. Th~ is iii 

Iyplall elfea seen on most "underway· recordings. 
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DIAMOND MINING SHIp · ANALYSIS & RETROfIT SOlUllON· CASE STUDY 

8.14.3 RESULTS RECORDED WHILST UNDERWAY TO THE MINING GROUNDS 

" 
" 
" 
" 

I 
, 
• , 

" 
" 
". 

. '\" ., ......., ..... 
• f : r"-. "'-..",,_,_~ 

" !. ,,;! ...".,. ~ - -

• • 
" ABU' " 8 . 15 • Typ;caI st~ plot of II $<IImpie taken whibl 

unde.way \0 lhe mining grounds. Hotlo! the same whipping effect 
as recorded on trim lIere they arc more lignifocant, probably 
!ndicallng higher swells. Note the Slbd Bottom channel was 
d[s(:onneaed due 10 losing 115 c:onneclion . 

.... ""'_. 
f'c. ., .' ?··I e:f~ . , - -.~", 

• 
, 

" 
'.., " 

• ""' . 
• • • . • 

• 
• , .. -. -.. -... " , · . -.. --- . ...... , ... . , , 

j, . • '';] ; / . 
· " W,N""V··· .. ,.,,/'j 

:f'\l' ./\v!\j .•. I\.:;WIV , . . c.. ._. _ . ._ 

, • » • ~ • • 
" Agu ... 8 ,16 · Anolhe. typicals!Je5Il plot. of a 5<lmple taken 2'", 

hours later than lhat depicted In the previous ligUle. 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SHIP - ANALYSIS" RETROf1T SClU.J'J'K)N • CASE STUDY 

8. 14,4 RESULTS OBTAINED WHILST MINING 

]0 - )-

.,.;----;.,---c".----,»,----~"--_..o_--,,. 

" A!JWe 8 .17 • One of lhe highest stress fludu;,lions. recorded 
whilst normal driDing. Notice the smoothness of the fluctuations. 
vs tM!oe re<:or<k>d whilst undetWaV 

, 
» ·1--' -'-----··..", -_._-

,/""" 
70 .~-- ---.-

f igure 8.18 · The \/flY nexlliiOmpio, to that depicted in thl! 
previoU$ fig,ne , liS reoorded a ~ hour later. This stress plot 
compllres wen as iii rypic:aI mining SoiImpie in teTTTl5 of stress 
ftuct",alion lI.mplirudl!$ 
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8. DIAMOND MINING SI-llP - ANALYSIS & RETROFIT SOwnON - CASE STUDY 

8.15 CONCLUSION OF POST RETROFIT STRESS RECORDINGS 

Still Water Results 

Although the 30MPa to 35MPa hogging stress as recorded in the deck and bottom gauges, 
once the vessel was undocked, appeared fairly significant, the later recordings taken whilst 
filling and empty the No.1 Water Ballast Tanks (in an uncontrolled environment), only 
reduced the stresses by ±14MPa, versus the 80 MPa offset measured at sea for the same 
procedure prior to the refit. Unfortunately a proposed ballasting scenario could not be 
implemented, thus the static stresses could not be further correlated or investigated, as 
planned. 

The loading condition of the vessel as applicable to the still water recordings as extracted 
from the Onboard Stability Program, is as attached on Annexure C. 

Dvnamic Effects of Wave Action 

From the recordings taken during trials, and on the voyage back to the mining grounds, the 
stress plots exhibited similar patterns. Those recorded during trails had smaller peak to peak 
amplitudes, to those recorded whilst underway, which suggests more sheltered conditions 
during trails. However when the ship was underway, whether during trials or on route to 
the mining grounds, the whipping effect of the due to wave action on the bow is dearly 
visible as higher frequency low amplitude fluctuations. 

All results recorded whilst moored showed very much smoother fluctuations, to those 
recorded at the mining grounds, indicating greater peak to peak fluctuations, indicative of 
higher swells. The magnitude of these results are however well within reason, indicating a 
successful refit in terms of reducing longitudinal bending stresses in the deck and bottom 
structure. 

It can be expected that the change in configuration of the hull structure, may well result in 
changed vibration responses of the vessel, as a result of mining induced vibrations. This 
change should however be limited to the response of the hull itself, and not the mining 
plant. 

8.16 ABS APPROVAL OF DRAWINGS 

All DraWings, with one exception were received back from ABS, indicating their approval 
of the design of the modifications. 

One drawing, namely TNA 945/03 had certain comments, which when challenged, ABS 
admitted that they were technicalities in that ABS had to consider the new structure on 
Bulkheads 91 and 110, as a stringer on a watertight bulkhead, irrespective of 

i. whether it is stronger than before, or 
ii. whether it was designed to support the drill floor, or any other structure external to 

the hull, or 
iii. whether it was actually intended to be a stringer. 
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B. DIAMOND MIN1NG SHIP - ANALYSIS & REIROm SOllmON - CASE STUDY 

Whilst they accepted our design rational, they maintained that in order for it to be accepted 
as a stringer, 3 additional "stantion" type bracke1s would have to be incorporated, as well 
as other small brackets. In light of ASS's acceptance that the required changes were of an 
academic nature, in fulfilling certain rule requirement, irrespective of their actual loading, 
they accepted that the minor modifications could be done when next the vessel returned 
to port. A copy of their "marked up" drawing showing these additional brackets will be 
attached to this report, in a separate sleeve. 
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CHAPTER 8 ... ANNEXURE A 

INITIAL STRESSES AND ACCELERATIONS ''''' . .I'.LI AT 
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8 ANNf.xUflE A 

Stress Recordmgs Bt Sea tna 
Pnor 10 RetfofiUmg of Addition Strengthening 

STRESS MU.SUI\EMZIIT~ RECOIWED otI l'HI',: DECk GAUG£ 
8.EJ'ORI: ANtI AFTEJt THI: FfUU/1i OF '1'11& No_' WATF.Jl aIlLUS'l' 'rANI( 
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• • • (V ~·140 t 
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,., '" Tima (see) 

SlftOs .. 

FIgure 11..1 
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Stress Recordings at Sea 
Prior to Retrofitting of AdeM.on Strengthening 

STRESS ME1>.SURKMENTS RECORDED ON 
THE 8~H£AD AT ~ 110 

Al'lNEXURE A 

tna 

B£FORE: .o.ND 1J"l'ER THE FILLING OF Till: No.7 WATER l>ALLAsr TANK 

sOls10asl1a d111 Frame1 HIt. , , 
·5 j 

I 
· 00 I ; I 
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j __ 20 
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I , 

;;-25 
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figure A.2. 
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Stress Record;ngs at Sea 
Prior to Retrofitting of AddlIJon Strengthening 

STRESS RECoaDtNGS ~ 
TNt DeCk GAUGE 

CQ.QIlNElI PLOT RECOlUltil DOlUMG NORHAl. D~It.l.lIlG 

T, ... Seal. (0-,0) 

NOIlKAl. DRILLING ~T ,. DJFFEI'.n<"T TIME 

ANND:UHEA 

tna 
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30 '" " Time (sec) 
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ANNEXURE A 

Stress Recordings at Sea tna 
Pnor 10 Retrofitting of Adchl10n Strengthening 

WJUJCAL ACCElZRAT I OWS JlZCORDED Of! 
THI DRILl. f'LOOII; 

COHI'IINW PLOT OF RECORDINGS OlJlUNG NORK.\L DIUUtHG 
Ti&. Scale 10-40) 

~ 

NO~ DRILLING AT A DI'F£RLNT TIME 
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8. ANNEXURE A 

Stress RecordJngs at Sea tna 
Prior fo Retrofrtting of Addition Strengthening 

_________ -r ____ ~.~': •• :;.~' .. ~~m~'o~Do>::~,.~ .. ~----_,--------_, <0, 

30 

20 

·20 

.JO 

~o · o 

FigUTf' A.5 . 
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Stress Recordings al Sea 
Prior 10 Retrof'!Mg of Addition Strengthening 

S~RESS MEASUR£M%NTS RECORDED O~ 
Tilt Ole,; !;:AUGE 

AA'NEXUREA 

tna 

Cct4!ltNl!D PLOT OF S'I'I<l!SS RXCORD£O WlllL! LQW!1;RIKG: nlE DPtLt. STRIlle 
Tl~ Seal. (O- 40 ) 
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20 

I 
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FIgure A.6 . 
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Stress Recordings al Sea 
Prior to Retrofitting of Addition Strengthening 

VEMlCAL A.CCEI.EAA'HOtU RECORtlUl ON 
'Ut DRtU. FLOOI'I 

ANNEXURE A 

tna 

COMIUNEn PtoT QCORDt:O WlIlt.! LOtn:llUIG 'fill; DRILL STRlNG 
'1'i .. S".l. (0-40) 

-HOYtNG '!'IrE SlilP WITH ANC1IOR CIlAlf/S 
Tiae S"at. ( 40-10) 
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i 
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Figure A.8 . 

ANNEXURE A 

Stress RecordIngs at Sea tna 
Prior to Retrofitting of Addition Strengthenmg 

STRESS RECORDINGS ON 
THE DEClC GAUGE 
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Stress Recordings at Sea tna 
Prior to Retrofittlflg of AdditIOn Strengthening 
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8 ANNEXUKEH 

CHAPTER 8 . ANNEXURE B 

SAMPLE PLOTS OF THE REVISED ANITE ElEMENT MODEl 
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M.V. "OGB" 
Revised Finite Element Model tna 

figure B.I . 
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Figure B.2. 

M.V. "OGB" 
Finite Element Model 

Cutaway though Moonpool 

ANNEXUREB 

tna 
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Agu.", B.3. 

M.V. " DGB" 
Finite Element Model 

Stress Plot of Debeers Load Case 

ANNEXURE ' 

tna 

VOII .. _ ... 
IU.s7 
101.14 
a.714 .. , .. 
4:1.857 
ZU2l1 • 
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8. 

M.V. "OGB" 
Finite Element Model 

Stress Plot 
Fictitious Load causing torsional moment 

ANNEXUREB 

tna 

VOII Mise. 

" 64.286 
!l3.571 
42.857 
32.14S 
21.429 
10.714 • 
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8. ANNEXUREC 

CHAPTER 8 - ANNEXURE C 

STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR THE PROPOSED RETROFIT 
(The retrofit was implemented according to the drawings with minor comments by Class, as stated in the report) 

(The drawings included were reduced from AO to A3 for reporting purposes) 

Ch. 8 Annex C Pg. 1 of 8 
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